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The synthesis of mixed-component metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) –including multivariate MOFs
(MTV-MOFs), multicomponent MOFs, mixed-metals MOFs and mixed-ligands and metals MOFs– is
becoming a very active research field. This is mainly based on the unique possibilities these materials
offer to incorporate multiple functionalities and in how this heterogenity and complexity is translated
in unexpected properties, which are not just the sum of each component. This review critically encom-
passes the progress made in this field, covering the synthetic approaches, and specially focusing on the
current reported applications –such as gas storage and separation, catalysis, luminescence, conductivity,
biological ones and water remediation. It also raises, as a perspective, some of the challenges the field has
to overcome to reach their full-potential, and through two applications –(bio)enzymatic catalysis and
synthesis of heterometallic subnanometric clusters and nanoparticles–, as exemplary cases, present some
promising ways to take advantage of the intrinsic properties of mixed-components MOFs to make a
breakthrough on the respective fields of application.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the different types of mixed-component MOFs:
a) and b) MTV-MOFs; c) and d) multicomponent MOFs; e) and f) mixed-metals
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1. Introduction

Since the advent of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) [1–5] –
porous crystalline materials made up of metal ions or secondary
building units (SBUs) [6] linked to organic ligands– a large number
of diverse framework topologies with different surface area and
pore size distributions have been unveiled [3,4,7–9]. Synthetic
strategies for the preparation of MOFs have been related, tradition-
ally, to direct self-assembly methods –mainly solvothermal reac-
tions [10,11]. However, other synthetic approaches have been
also largely exploited, especially the so-called postsynthetic
methodologies (PSMs) [12–17] –where a preformed MOF can
experiment precise modifications of their constituents, in a solid-
state manner, to render a new material with improved features
respect to the pristine MOF, while retaining the crystallinity. Thus,
the almost limitless number of possible combinations of MOFs
constituents, together with the unique possibilities of PSMs have
enabled MOFs with thrilling properties in a wide range of applica-
tions, such as gas storage and separation [18,19], catalysis [20–26],
chemical sensing [27], light-harvesting/solar-energy conversion
[28], drug delivery [29], and environmental remediation
[30,31,31–33] or water harvesting [34–36].

Nevertheless, despite the great advances performed in MOF
chemistry, the heterogeneity and complexity of the majority of
reported MOFs is still quite limited, chiefly, to only one type of
SBUs and organic ligand [3,4,7–9]. In this respect, somehow mim-
icking the way that nature builds up complex architectures, it was
envisioned to construct complex MOFs networks from simple dif-
ferent building units, with the aim to translate the higher degree
of complexity into more sophisticated and efficient functionalities
[37–39]. Indeed, a growing body of work have been devoted to
increase our knowledge on the controlled synthesis and precise
characterization of MOFs build up from distinct constituents.
Mixed-component MOFs can be constructed by the use of distinct
organic ligands and/or different metal ions/SBUs. Several terms
have been assigned to these new MOFs depending on the followed
approach, and sometimes, researcher’s wish to coin a new term. So,
for example, these types of MOFs have been named as MIXMOFs
[40], coordination co-polymers [41], mixed-component MOFs
[39], mixed-metals MOFs [42], multivariate MOF (MTV-MOFs)
[43,44] and multicomponent MOFs [45]. Among them, the most
used terminologies –that focus on the nature of the organic link-
ers– are MTV-MOFs and multicomponent MOFs. MTV-MOFs pos-
sess linkers of identical backbones but different functionalities
decorating the ligand, whereas in multicomponent MOFs, organic
ligands are structurally and compositionally different (Fig. 1).

MTV-MOFs have been proven as the perfect platforms to pro-
vide highly heterogenous pores, with a wide diversity of organic
ligands, possesing diverse linkers distribution, which makes quite
3

difficult to ascertain the precise position of each functionality,
due to disorder factors. Conversely, in multicomponent MOFs,
since the linkers are well differentiated and ocuppy distinct crys-
tallographic positions, they can be more easily characterized by
single-crystal X-ray crystallography. However, the main drawback
of this approach is that multiple phases can also compete in MOF
formation, affording other thermodynamically favored MOFs as
the main product instead of the multicomponent MOF, which
makes extremelly challenging to increase, to more than a few,
the number of different organic building units. As we have men-
tioned, in most of these cases, MOFs are obtained in one-pot reac-
tions. Nevertheless, different PSMs, such as Sequential Linker
Installation (SLI) [46–49] and Solvent Assisted Linker Exchange
(SALE) [50], have been succesfully developed, which have led to
increase heterogeneity within order (Fig. 2) [16]. Dealing with
the metal ions/SBUs, there are three main synthetic possibilities
to build up heterogeneous systems, different metal ions in the
SBUs, distinct SBUs –with the same or different metal ion–, as well
as the combination of the two previous options. As in the case of
MTV-MOFs, it is still quite difficult to determine with precision
MOFs and g) and h) mixed-ligands and metals MOFs.



Fig. 2. Schematic representation depicting the two main postsynthetic strategies, such as Sequential Linker Installation (SLI) and Solvent Assisted Linker Exchange (SALE), to
obtain MTV-MOFs and mainly multicomponent MOFs.
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the position of each metal ion in these complex SBUs. However,
considerable endeavours have been pursuit to try to shed light
on it. Finally, it is important to consider the combination of simul-
taneous heterogeneity at the inorganic and organic sites in both
types of MOFs. This represents the ultimate level of sophistication
and, given that it also requires a high level of synthetic control, at
the same time constitutes a challenge. Obviously, this level of com-
plexity makes the number of reported examples reduced to a few.
But, their mere existance is the evidence that MOFs chemistry have
the possibility to engender really sophisticated systems, which are
hardly accessible with other type of materials.

Despite the remarkable advances, important challenges remain
to be overcome and further work is required to get a deep under-
standing of this new generation of mixed component metal–or-
ganic frameworks. In particular, the characterization of these
heterogeneous systems, in most of cases, is still poorly developed,
and commonly rely on a multi-technique approach [51–60]. This
result as consequence of the complexity of mixed component
MOFs, and contrast with the common situation in conventional
MOFs, where X-ray crystallography is the basic characterisation
tool [61–65]. With the aim to solve this issue, several physical
techniques, such as microscopic attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) infrared spectroscopy [66], photothermal induced resonance
(PTIR) [67], surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) [53],
Raman microscopy/spectroscopy [68], fluoresccence confocal
microscopy [69], multi-wavelength anomalous X-ray dispersion
[51], rutherford backscattering spectrometry [57], atom probe
tomography [70], fluorescence lifetime imaging [58], diffraction
techniques –neutron and X-ray– and DFT calculations [56],
Fig. 3. Pie chart showing the fields of application of mixed components MO
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solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [52,55] and theoret-
ical calculations [71], have been proved quite efficient to elucidate
specific cases of mixed component MOFs. However, their complex-
ity, high degree of sophisitication and/or unaccesability in conven-
tional synthetic laboratories makes still highly desirable the
development of new characterization techniques that could afford
synthetic chemist with the necessary tools to understand such
complex MOFs. Introducing heterogeneity in these systems –in a
completely controlled manner– constitutes another major chal-
lenge, which would allow to maintain a uniform and ordered dis-
tribution of the different groups as well as to characterize them.

In this review, we describe an overview of mixed components
MOFs. After presenting some of the more relevant/recent examples
of each different subfamily, we will be especially focusing on high-
lighting, with a critical vision, the current reported applications of
these materials; where in most of the cases the behavior is
enhanced compared to single-ligand parent compounds as conse-
quence of the synergetic effects between different components.
In particular, we will describe mixed components MOFs with excit-
ing applications in such diverse fields as gas storage and separa-
tion, heterogeneous catalysis, luminescence, conductivity,
biological and environmental applications (Fig. 3). Then, we will
expose, under our humble opinion, which are some of the potential
applications of such complex materials, and will finish with some
perspectives and a critical conclusion of the state-of-the-art in
the field.

It is important to note here some particularities of the systems
that will be considered in this review. In this sense, we will not
consider as mixed component MOFs, the systems where bipyridine
Fs (%) obtained from the reported publications (see references below).
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derivatives are used as struts to pillar two-dimensional carboxy-
late bridged architectures [72–81]. Despite the exceptional fea-
tures some of these materials exhibited, we will mainly
circumscribe to systems where the linkers present coordinating
groups able to form bonds of somehow similar binding energies.
In the same way, core–shell structures, defects or hierarchical sys-
tems will not be treated, and we refer the eager reader to some of
the recents works published [38,59,68,69,82–84]. This reasoned
decision was taken with the intention to not overexpose the poten-
tial reader with too many different examples of mixed-
components MOFs, which ultimately could dilute the core part of
this review devoted to their applications. Finally, dealing with
mixed-metals networks we will not include heterometallic MOFs
with strictly defined stoichiometries, which have been really
appealing systems in a wide range of differents applications and
led to some interesting multifunctional materials. However, we
consider, they do not contain the essence of the materials consid-
ered in the review, where the degree of mixing can be synthetically
tailored à la carte.
Fig. 4. A) Schematic representation of the MTV-MOF-5 structure showing the multivarie
links. B) Different combinations of the functional groups to yield the 18 different MTV-M
Advancement of Science (AAAS), Copyright 2010.
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2. Illustrative examples of mixed-component MOFs: Synthesis
and characterization

2.1. Multivariate metal–organic frameworks (MTV-MOFs)

The most straightforward strategy to introduce heterogeneity
and complexity within a given MOF is using organic linkers with
identical backbones –meaning same length, geometry and connec-
tivity– but different substituents, and thus functionalities. While it
is true that some examples, that could be considered as MTV-
MOFs, had been previously reported [40,85–89], these types of
materials were coined as multivariate metal–organic frameworks
(MTV-MOFs) in a seminal work by Omar Yaghi et al. [43], where
up to 18 different MTV-MOFs of the archetypical MOF-5 were
reported. In this work, Deng et al. nicely demonstrated how it is
possible to construct a MOF with multiple functional groups deco-
rating the channels in different ratios in a controlled manner. In
particular, they showed different MOF-5 materials that combine
sets of two to eight distinct 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate(BDC)
d arrangements of the different functional groups that are covalently bound to the
OFs. Adapted from ref. [43] with permission from the American Association for the
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derivatives (–NH2, -Br, -Cl2, –NO2, -(CH3)2, -C2H4, -(OC3H5)2 and
-(OC7H7)2) (Fig. 4). The compounds were synthesized, in one-pot
reactions, from equimolar amounts of the linkers. Moreover, in
the specific case of MTV-MOF-5-ABCD, they proved it is possible
to control the linker ratio by modifying the reaction stoichiometry.
13C cross-polarization/magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic res-
onance (13C CP/MAS NMR) and 1H NMR spectra of a DCl-digested
solution afforded the precise linker composition and their ratio,
respectively. Attempts to characterize the samples by means of
single crystal X-ray crystallography showed an ordered network
with a variable distribution of functional groups, which lead to
pore heterogeneity. In our opinion, the most remarkable conclu-
sion, that can be extracted from this work, is the concept that
the properties of MTV-MOFs are not a simple linear combination
of those of pure MOFs but, in turn, novel and/or improved proper-
ties can originate in these novel MOFs. Later on, some of the same
authors, beautifully illustrated the distribution of the functionali-
ties of some of the reported MTV-MOFs by the combined use of
solid-state rotational-echo double resonance (REDOR) NMR and
molecular dynamics simulations. In this sense, they found different
scenarios, varying between random, alternating and clustered dis-
tribution, depending on the chemical nature of the combined func-
tionalities [71]. Obviously, this work did not solve the problem of
the precise atomic characterization of MTV-MOFs. But, remarkably,
it represented the first solid evidence of the heterogeneity and
complexity of MTV-MOFs, and even more interestingly, it helped
to predict and explain some of the exciting physical properties of
synthesized MTV-MOFs.

After this discovery, this type of chemistry was extended to
other different linkers/platforms [90–104]. For example, Burrows
et al. [97] studied the selective incorporation of functional dicar-
boxylates into [Zn4O(BDC)3-x(BDC-X)x] (X = Br or I, BDC = benzene
dicarboxylate) MOF. They performed a detailed study on how the
different proportions of ligands would influence the final composi-
tion of the MTV-MOF. It was observed a preferential incorporation
of less sterically crowded ligand, as in a previous study [43], and
that this process is related to crystal growth rates. Also, they real-
ized proportion of BDC-X incorporation rises with increasing reac-
tion time [97]. In another work, it was reported an interesting
family of 14 MTV-MOFs of MOF-177(Zn) [99] using two or three
Fig. 5. A) Schematic representation of the three possible (6,3)-coordinated nets forme
Different H3BTB linkers with different functional groups at selected positions and the
Adapted from ref. [98] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright
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different types of 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid (H3BTB) linkers,
with varied ratios and functionalities (Fig. 5) [98]. Interestingly,
they found that all the reported MTV-MOFs-177 exhibited the
qom net, instead of the default pyr or rtl ones, and that some func-
tional groups –i.e. NO2– could be easily incorporated, while it was
extremely difficult to use them to build the respective single-
ligand MOF-177.

Materials Institute Lavoisier (MILs) are one subclass of MOFs
that have been more extensively studied for different applications
[105–107]. This is largely due to the exciting breathing behaviours,
physical/chemical robustness and/or large cavities of some of their
members. Indeed, and somehow related to these features, they
have been also evaluated as platforms for the development of
MTV-MOFs. Particularly interesting is the study of Dong et al.
[100] with robust MIL-101(Fe) [89]. They reported three distinct
MTV-MOFs, with up to three distinct functionalities decorating
their mesoporous cavities –i.e. -H, –NH2 and -C4H4. Interestingly,
the systematic variation of these functionalities was exploited to
gain insight on the energetic magnitude of host–guest interactions,
which was also useful to develop a simple model, capable to pre-
dict the adsorption/release properties of any specific linker ratio
combination. At this point, despite the authors considered the
frameworks as multivariate, we consider that this material would
be, more appropriately classified as a multicomponent MOF given
that three differents linkers –two of them having the same organic
backbone– were used to construct the MOF.

The interesting breathing behaviour of MIL-53 have also
attracted the attention of researchers to construct MTV-MOFs
based on this MOF [101]. For example, Marx et al. [102] reported
the random distribution BDC and 2-aminoterephtalic acid (ABDC)
in MTV-MIL-53(Al), Al(OH)(BDC)1-x (ABDC)x –with � = 0.1, 0.5
and 0.9 [102]. This was a basic work, but it was useful to expand
the MTV concept to such an important family of MOFs as MIL-53,
and also to understanding the relationship between the linkers
ratio and the chemical/physical features of the obtained MTV-MOF.

Rare-Earth (RE)-based MOFs [103,104] represent an extense
family of porous materials with a great diversity of network
dimensionalities and topologies, as a direct consequence of the rich
and diverse coordination environment/numbers lanthanoids ions
can adopt. Indeed, these features lead to novel and intricate topolo-
d from octahedron and triangle building units with alternative arrangements. B)
corresponding MOFs formed from either pure linker or mixing of various linkers.
2015.



Fig. 6. Continuous tuning of linker steric hindrance through multivariate (MTV)
strategy that leads to the formation of MTV-PCN-912. Reproduced from ref. [104]
with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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gies. In particular, a work reported by Wang et al., [104] results
especially relevant to our topic. They make use of the steric control
approach –previously reported for Zr-MOFs [104,108,109]– to
build up a series of 12-connected RE9 clusters MTV-MOFs,
[RE9(l3-OH)12(l3-O)2(O2C � )12] (PCN-912, PCN = Porous Coordi-
nation Network), with flg topology [8] and tunable distinct propor-
tions of two linkers with different degree of steric hindrance.
Interestingly, molecular simulations support that the judicious
combination of these substituents –through a continuous steric
hindrances tuning– dictates the final MOF architecture (Fig. 6),
which undoubtely would help for the discovery of unprecedented
topologies and thrilling applications.

University of Oslo (UiO) type materials are one of the most
studied systems, as consequence of their great chemical, thermal
and physical robustness [110,111]. Indeed, UiO frameworks paved
the way for the subsequent development of Zr-based MOFs, which
nowadays represent one of the most precious assets in MOFs
chemistry [112–114]. Different MTV-UiO materials have been syn-
thesised [92–95]. For example, Kalaj et al. [96] reported a library of
26 MTV-UiO-66 derivatives using various combinations –i.e. two,
three, four and five– of five distinctly functionalized BDC linkers
with electron donating –NH2-BDC and OH-BDC– and electron
withdrawing –NO2-BDC and Br-BDC– groups. In this work, they
showed that the performances, in warfare agents degradation, of
the MTV-MOFs are superior to the pristine MOF, single-linker
MOFs or physical mixtures of them (see section 3.6). The authors
suggested a synergetic effect of the mixed functionalities in the
same pore. But, further work is still necessary to elucidate the con-
nection between structure and property, which it would unveil the
origin of this synergetic behaviour.

Titanium-based MOFs have attracted a big deal of attention due
to their great structural stability and potential applications, espe-
cially in photocatalytic processes [60,115–119]. Although, they
are really highly challenging systems to crystallize, and few struc-
tures are known, some noteworthy advances have been devoted in
this topic. For example, Wang et al. [120] reported recently a mul-
tivariable 3D network with double-walled 1D channels along the c
axis, based on the MOF Ti(m2-O)(5-Aa-IPA) –where 5-Aa-IPA is the
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in-situ generated 5-acetamide-isophtalate– build up of one dimen-
sional helical chains of cis-connected corner-sharing TiO6 polyhe-
dra and two different isophthalic acid derivatives –5-Aa-IPA and
one of the following IPA, 5-Me-IPA, 5-Br-IPA and 5-tBu-IPA. The
authors also reported a multicomponent system using as the sec-
ond linker the 3,5-pyrazole-dicarboxylic acid. The mixed linker
strategy applied in this work not only offers the possibility to finely
tune the chemical functionalities of the pore in Ti-based MOFs. But,
more interestingly, offer the possibility to incorporate especific
functionalities in a targeted network, even when their isoreticular
material with a single linker is hardly accessible. Previously isoph-
thalic acid derivatives were used to obtain MTV-MOFs with CAU-
10(Al) structure –CAU stands for Christian-Albrechts-University
[121].

All the previous examples were obtained by direct synthesis in
one-pot reaction by mixing differently functionalized linkers. Nev-
ertheless, post-synthetic methodologies have been also succesfully
applied to afford MTV-MOFs, and to increase the complexity and
heterogenity within them. In fact, any intermediary moment dur-
ing the total postsynthetic modification or a partial modification
of a given MOF led to materials with distinct ratio of their function-
alities [87,88,122,123]. In this context, Karagiaridi et al. [124]
reported the application of the solvent-assisted linker exchange
(SALE) methodology on ZIF-8 (ZIF stands for zeolitic imidazolate
framework) to replace up to 85% of 2-methylimidazole by imida-
zole. This allowed the obtention for the first time of a network with
SOD topology, where the majority component was an unfunction-
alized imidazolate ligand. This partially-modified material retained
the stability of ZIF-8 and provided larger windows for the uptake of
guests [124]. Interestingly, it was observed by Jayachandrababu
et al. [69] that the linker distribution and properties of a MTV-ZIF
build up with 2-methylimidazole and imidazole-2-
carboxyaldehyde (ZIF-8–90) [125,126], were different depending
on the synthetic route. De Novo synthesis led to well-mixed struc-
tures, meanwhile SALE process to core–shell structures [69]. PSMs
have been also exploited by Gotthardt et al. to obtain accesible
MTV-MOF-supported single-site catalyst [127]. They synthesized
NH2-MIL-53(Al) with different and defined amounts of terephtalic
and aminoterephtalic acids, and took advantage of its hetereogen-
ity to tune the amount and distribution of catalyst –precluding
pore blocking–, by controlling the number of amine groups incor-
porated, which were the ones in the MTV-MOF able –after two-
consecutive PSM– to anchor a palladium complex (Fig. 7). The first
step was a reaction of the aromatic amine with maleic anhydride,
and then, a complexation with palladium(II) acetate. Relevant to
this point, is the fact that the first post-synthetic modification
did not occur in a quantitative manner, which intrinsically
increased the heterogeneity and complexity of the MTV-MOF.
However, it is equally true that this approach lacked of control
on the distribution of amine groups, as well as on the ones that
experiment functionalization. Some of these authors also reported
the same concept in an isoreticular expansion of MIL-53(Al): DUT-
5 (DUT = Dresden University of Technology), with functionalized
and non–functionalized 4,40-biphenyldicarboxylic acid ligands
with amine, alkyne, azide or nitro groups, which evidences the ver-
satility of this approach, despite its limitations [128].

PSMs have been also performed in a sequential manner to
exchange some of the constituting linkers by different functional-
ized derivatives. Liu et al. applied this approach on a multicompo-
nent zinc-adeninate MOF with 2-azido-1,10-biphenyl-
4,40dicarboxylate (N3-BPDC) ligands, the so-called N3-bMOF-100
[129]. They were able to perform two sequential post-synthetic
modifications with 2-amino-1,10-biphenyl-4,40dicarboxylate
(NH2-BPDC) and 2-formyl-1,10-biphenyl-4,40dicarboxylate (F-
BPDC). In addition, they also reported different binary MTV-MOFs
starting from bMOF-100 [130] –constructed with 4,40-biphenyldi



Fig. 7. Two-step postsynthetic preparation of MIX-MIL-53-NH2-Mal-Pd. Reproduced from ref. [127] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2015.

Fig. 8. a) Crystal Structure of MTV-IRMOF-74-III-(CH3)0.6(CH2NHBoc)0.4 and b) the seven consecutive post-synthetic reactions within its channels. Reproduced from ref. [132]
with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2016.
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carboxylic acid– and N3-bMOF-100. Noteworthy, the ortogonality
nature of the incorporated functional groups, allowed that large
organic dyes and quencher molecules could be post-synthetically
added, which after spectrophotometric analysis, suggested a ran-
dom distribution of functional groups in binary functionalized
1:1 N3-F-bMOF-100 [131]. Later on, Fracalori et al. [132] reported
a beautiful example that contains several of the strengths of the
direct synthetic methods and PSMs to get highly complex MTV-
MOFs. On one side, they reported different MTV-IRMOF74-III –con-
structed from magnesium oxide rods and two distinctly function-
alised 3,30’-dihidroxy-(1,10:40,10’-terphenyl)-4,40’-dicarboxylic acid
derivatives with –CH3 and -CH2NHBoc in diferents ratios, MTV-
(CH3)(1-x)(CH2NHBoc)x, x = 0.2–0.8– which precluded pore-
blocking and consequently lack of functionality (Fig. 8a). Then,
they selected one of them, and performed up to seven post-
synthetic reactions in tandem on the primary amines (-
CH2NHBoc) decorating the large pores. This allowed to in-situ gen-
erate two covalently-attached different tripeptides –H2N-Pro-Gly-
AlaCONHL and H2N-Cys-His-Asp-CONHL; with Pro = proline,
Gly = glicine, Ala = alanine, Cys = cysteine, His = histidine, Asp = as-
partic acid and L = organic backbone. Interestingly, the pores of
these MTV-MOFs do not only contain the target tripeptides, but
also a complex mixture of products generated in the consecutive
post-synthtetic steps (Fig. 8b). Despite the materials presented
on this work are far from being close to the active center of
enzymes in terms of regularity and order, they open the gate to
get complex pores functionalized with different amino acid resi-
dues, as it occurs in the active site of enzymes.

Alternatively to previous PSMs described to generate hetero-
geneity, rationally, in MTV-MOFs, Zhou et al. [133] reported a novel
approach to gain control on the apportionment of functional
groups in MTV-ZIF-8. In a first step, they took advantage of inter-
locked imine-based linkers of different lengths with cleavable links
(Fig. 9a), which were incorporated inside the ZIF-8 under mild
post-synthetic conditions (Fig. 9c) [133]. Then, the interlocked
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imine-based linkers were removed by hydrolysis (Fig. 9b-d), lead-
ing to a network with a more controlled heterogeneity. Interest-
ingly, the interlocked chain length of these linkers tuned the
distribution of functional groups, as studied by DFT methods.

Li et al. also studied the differences between the synthesis of a
MTV-MOFwith BDC and BDC-NH2 via direct synthesis with a linker
mixture, and PSM in MOF-5 and IRMOF-3 by linker exchange [134].
Optical microscope images showed different linker distribution
depending on the synthesis method. In addition, their thermal
and chemical stabilities were also studied [134].
2.2. Multicomponent metal–organic frameworks

Previously to the development of MTV-MOFs, the first approach
that rendered heterogeneity and complexity within MOFs channels
was the mixing of organic linkers with different chemical nature.
This class of materials has received diverse names, but here we
have gathered them under the group of multicomponent MOFs
[135–137]. Initial efforts were made with the aim to explore new
MOFs compositions and expand the plethora of novel structures,
which eventually allowed to obtain higher porosities, circumvent-
ing interpenetration issues when using very large linkers. In direct
synthesis, the obvious first step was the use of two distinct organic
linkers. Koh et al. [41,138,139] reported a family of materials,
known as University of Michigan Crystalline Material (UMCM),
where Zn4O SBUs were connected with both, a tritopic and a linear
ligand (Fig. 10). This strategy led to novel porous solids with large
pore volumes. For example, those constructed with 1,3,5-tris(4-car
boxyphenyl)benzene presented mesoporosity [139]. Later on, the
authors extended their approach to two linear linkers of distinct
lenghts [140]. Furukawa et al., with the aim to increase the surface
area reached with MOF-177 [99] –constructed with Zn4O SBUs and
the triangular linker 4,40,400-benzene-1,3,5-tryl-tribenzoate (BTB)–
took advantage of elongated ligands and/or mixed linkers approach
[43]. In particular, connecting Zn4O clusters with an elongated ver-



Fig. 9. Controlled heterogeneity in MTV-MOFs: a) Synthesis of organic linkers. (b)
Schematic representation of the dissociation and association of imine bonds in
prelocked linker. (c, d) Sequential linker exchange and dissociation processes.
Reproduced from ref. [133] with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2019.

Fig. 10. A) Synthetic route for the formation of UMCM-1. Ditopic linkers and tritopic link
(E). Adapted from refs. [139] and [140] with permission from the John Wiley & Sons an
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sion of BTB –4,40,400-(benzene-1,3,5-tryl-tris(ethyne-2,1-diyl))tri
benzoate (BTE)– and biphenyl-4,40dicarboxylate (BPDC) con-
structed a highly porous framework, MOF-210, which at that
moment exhibited the highest Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and
Langmuir surface area and pore volume reported. In an analogous
way, there are some relevant examples of Dresden University of
Technology (DUT) MOFs [141–143]. Particularly interesting results
DUT-60, constructed with tritopic 1,3,5-tris(40-carboxy[1,10-biphe
nyl]-4-yl)benzene and ditopic 1,4-bis-p-carboxyphenylbuta-1,3-d
iene ligands and Zn4O clusters [143]. In this study, it was evaluated
the mechanical stability limits of a network with ultrahigh poros-
ity. Indeed, DUT-60 presents the highest recorded accessible pore
volume (5.02 cm3 g�1), and represents an strong step towards
reaching the upper limits of porosity in MOFs, which is of funda-
mental relevance in clean energy applications [144].

The next step using direct synthesis for obtaining more complex
multicomponent MOFs was represented by Massey University
Framework (MUF) materials [145–148]. Liu et al. [145] developed
the strategy of programmed pore architectures, which consist on
the use of three topologically different organic linkers. This led to
build up the first highly porous quaternary MOF –MUF-7a, [Zn4O
(BTB)4/3(BDC)1/2(BPDC)1/2] [145]. Despite many different MOFs
can be constructed with these three linkers, phase-pure MUF-7a
was obtained by optimising the ratio of precursors and the reaction
conditions. The strength of this strategy resides on the use of topo-
logically distinct linkers, which consequently occupied defined and
predetermined positions in the crystalline lattice. This allowed to
generate complexity without sacrificing homogeneity, and, even
more importantly, to locate multiple functional groups in prede-
fined positions. Indeed, the authors reported isoreticular variations
of this structure –MUF-7b-h–, where different functionalities/li-
gands that match the space group symmetry of the structure –to
mitigate positional and crystallographic disorder– were decorat-
ing/replacing each of the constituting ligands. Continuing with this
work, the use of different sets of ligands has led to other quater-
nary Zn4O-based MOFs [148–153]. Especially relevant resulted
the multicomponent MOFs containing tritopic truxene-based
ligands –MUF-77 [148,151,154]. The authors showed, in a first
study, how its greater conformational rigidity prevented the for-
ers and Zn4O clusters forming UMCM-1 (B), UMCM-2 (C) UMCM-3 (D) and UMCM-4
d the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2018 and 2010.



Fig. 11. Zn4O clusters and organic linkers used for the synthesis of cubane multicomponent MOFs (top). Crystal structures of the cavities of multicomponent CUB MOFs
emphasizing the different linkers. Reproduced from ref. [153] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2020.
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mation of competing phases, which also enhanced their stability
toward humidity. Later on, they demonstrated the versatility of
MUF-77 platform to develop materials with a wide range of appli-
cations, where the functional groups decorating the ditopic ligands
marked the functionality of the multicomponent framework
[148,151,154]. More recently, some of the same authors reported
novel multicomponent Zn4O-MOFs, CUB-20 and CUB-30 and 31 –
analogous to UMCM-1 and MUF-77, respectively–, but using
cubane-1,4-dicarboxylic acid instead of BDC (Fig. 11). Interestingly,
this work nicely illustrates how subtle changes in multicomponent
MOFs have a major influence on their functionality [153]. Partial
PSMs have shown also efficient for the obtention of Zn-based mul-
ticomponent MOFs [155,156]. Liu et al. studied in detail the same
process on bMOF-100 [156]. Interestingly, they observed an incre-
mental stepwise pore expansion, which occurred in a gradual man-
ner from the periphery to the core. This endowed such systems
with directional pore gradients, and consequently, greater degree
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of complexity, which eventually, could be used for applications
related to control the flow of matter within ordered 3D networks.

Despite the synthetic and structural interest of the mentioned
Zn4O-based multicomponent MOFs, their known poor hydrolytic
stability has evolved on the development of more robust frame-
works with different constituting linkers. In this context,
zirconium-based multicomponent MOFs have been intensively
investigated [95,113,157–159]. Initially, it was based on UiO-type
materials with two different linear organic ligands –in an analo-
gous manner to zinc-based systems. A quite common combination
was the use of BPDC and a bypiridyl-type ligands, which could be
pre- or post-synthetically metallated with a metal ion of interest
for a particular application [160,161]. Then, this strategy was
extended to other two ligands, which gave rise to novel families
of Zr-based multicomponent MOFs. To this end, Yuan et al. [162]
took advantage of the thermodinamically favored process of
achieving highly connected Zr6 SBUs. For that, they used BTB as



Fig. 12. Thermodinamically-driven construction of mixed-linker Zr-MOFs PCN-133 and PCN134 using BTB as primary linkers and DCDPS and TCPP, respectively, as auxiliary
linkers. Adapted from ref. [162] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2016.
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primary linker that led to the formation of a 2D kdg layer [8],
which was further connected with an auxiliary ligand, 4,40-
dicarboxydiphenyl sulfone (H2DCDPS) and tetrakis(4-carboxyphe
nyl)porphyrin (H6TCPP), to yield 3D layer-pillared PCN-133 and
134, respectively (Fig. 12). Also, they studied the tolerance to
defects in PCN-134, and even more interestingly, how the defect
density influence the functionality of the multicomponent material
[162]. Another alternative to Zn-based MOFs is represented by
MOFs build up with iron-based oxo-centered trimers [163,164].
Despite the difficulties to obtain new examples, due to their ten-
dency to form oxides/hydroxides in common solvothermal condi-
tions, their interesting potential applications in a wide range of
fields have made researchers to focus to develop new methodolo-
gies to enlarge this family of materials. At this respect, Chevreau
et al. reported the use of two distinct linkers –BDC and BTB– to
built novel Fe-based MOFs [164]. Particularly relevant resulted
the mesoporous zeotypic, with a b-cristobalite structure, MOF
MIL-143. Although it could not be properly purified, this material
represented an interesting avenue to be further followed, and
interestingly, it was built up with linkers that can be easily func-
tionalized, which make quite easy to obtain appealing
multivariable-multicomponent Fe-based MOFs. In-based MOFs
were also prepared from a combination of two distinct ligands
[165], which evidenced the general validity of this approach to
increase heterogeneity and complexity in MOFs build up with
metal ions with very distinct chemical nature.

Although direct synthetic methods have been shown efficient
for the obtention of Zr-based multicomponent MOFs, they are
quite limited in terms of number of different organic linkers incor-
porated and with linear linkers tend to form UiO-type frameworks.
Conversely, the post-synthetic approach has demonstrated a great
versatility to incorporate up to three different linkers into
zirconium-based MOFs [48,166–168]. In this context, the so-
called sequential linker installation (SLI) [166–168] (Fig. 13A)
was firstly validated with PCN-700 –build up with eight-
connected Zr6O4(OH)8(H2O)4 clusters linked with 2,20-dimethylbi
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phenyl-4,40-dicarboxylate (Me2-BPDC) ligands [166]. This MOF
with unsaturated Zr6 clusters contains two different sizes pockets
that enabled the replacement of the terminal OH–/H2O ligands in
the cluster by distinct (one and two) linear dicarboxylate linkers.
This structural feature allowed to obtain a considerable number
of multicomponent MOFs (Fig. 13B) –characterized by single-
crystal X-ray crystallography– with a precise control of ligands
position/functionalities, that otherwise have been found extremely
challenging to be synthesized [167]. The limitation of this
approach resides on the number of pockets the MOF posses, or in
other words the number of accessible unsaturated sites of the
SBU. Thus, to extend the complexity of the obtained MOFs, they
proposed the use of a linker of low symmetry, which favours the
formation of symmetry-reduced MOFs [168]. This led to the obten-
tion of PCN-609, constituted by 8-connected Zr6 clusters and car-
bazole tetracarboxylate linkers, which presented three pockets
with different lenghts. The post-synthetic insertion of three linkers
with the appropiate lenghts and the right order rendered a quinary
MOF, where multivariate pore environments could be created.
Indeed, the authors proposed a panel of different ligands that could
fit in each pocket, which could yield up to 447 distinct MOFs [168].

Previously, Zhang et al. [49] reported the first quinary MOF
using as initial platform NPF-300 (NPF = Nebraska Porous Frame-
work). In this case, they took advantage of its unique scu topology
[8], the exchangeable OH–/H2O ligands and the relatively large size
and flexibility of the primary tetratopic ligand used to build up
NPF-300, which offered three singular spaces to enable the linker
insertion [49]. Remarkably, they showed that the size-matching
of the incorporated linker and the framework strain possesed an
important influence on the overall stability of multicomponent
MOFs. On the basis of SLI, the approach post-synthetic variable
spacer installation (PVSI) [46–49] was developed to been able to
install ligands with variable lengths at specific desired positions.
PVSI further proved the validity of the post-synthetic approach to
obtain multicomponent MOFs, in a controlled manner. An isostruc-
tural MOF of PCN-700, LIFM-28 (LIFM = Lehn Institute of Func-



Fig. 13. A) Schematic representation of the sequential linker installation (SLI)
strategy consisting on the consecutive ‘‘instalation” of BDC and Me2-TPDC linear
dicarboxylate linkers. B) Different multicomponent PCN MOFs obtained by follow-
ing the SLI strategy. Adapted from ref. [166] with permission from the American
Chemical Society, Copyright 2015.

Fig. 14. A) Synthetic route for the preparation of multicomponent MOF PCN-280 by
the combination of BTB3�, BPDC2� and Fe3O(–CO2)6. B) Structure of MOF-908.
Adapted from ref. [175] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry,
Copyright 2018.
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tional Materials) constructed with 2,20-bis(trifluoromethyl)-4,40-b
iphenyldicarboxylate, was selected as initial platform [46]. Inter-
estingly, this MOF presented the particularity that was able to
self-adjust to install linkers of variable length –in a reversible
way– on one of its pockets, while the other one remained unaltered
for functional modification or to host other events [46]. Later on,
the authors further studied the reversible installation/uninstalla-
tion of linkers of diverse size –shorter for one pocket and longer
for the other– on this framework [47]. They exploited these rever-
sible transformations to switch between multicomponent MOFs.
This swing-role MOF allowed to develop materials with different
applications from a common initial platform [47]. In an analogous
manner, by taking advantage of the replacement of the terminal
OH ligands at Zr6 SBUs in NU-1000 by different carboxylate-
based molecules, the Solvent-Assisted Ligand Incorporation (SALI)
have enabled to obtain different examples of the functionalization
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of MOFs nodes, and consequently, an increase of MOFs heterogene-
ity and complexity [50,169–173].

The concept of geometry mismatch has been recently incorpo-
rated as a new approach to enlarge the number of known non-
default frameworks [174]. Under this frame, different multicompo-
nent Zr6- and Fe3-MOFs [175–177] have been prepared using
transversal reticular chemistry [178]. For example, Nguyen et al.
[175] reported two multicomponent MOFs, achieved through a
reticular control of the interpenetration in multicomponent MOF
PCN-280 (Fig. 14A), where the trigonal prism Fe3O(COO)6 clusters
were connected by BTB and azobenzene-3,30-dicarboxylic acid
(3,30-azoBDC) in MOF-909 and BTB, BPDC and 3,30-azoBDC in
MOF-908 (Fig. 14B). Both MOFs were isoreticular to MIL-142B
[164], but exhibited non-interpenetrated frameworks, which con-
strasts with the two-fold interpenetrated frameworks, with a nth
topology [8], of MIL-142B. The authors showed –supported by the-
oretical calculations– this was due to the presence of the zigzag-
shaped 3,30-azoBDC linker, which generated distortion of the
framework preventing the intergrowth of a second nth network.
These seminals works evidenced the potential of the geometry
mismatch concept, which until now have been scarcerly exploited.
But, for sure it will deliver exciting results in the near future.

ZIFs constitute an especial family of MOFs [179–183], where
researchers have also investigated the benefits of building up mul-
ticomponent frameworks [85,86,184,185]. Initial efforts on this
family were devoted to apply high-throughput methods to dis-
cover unprecendeted compositions and structures, which led to
multicomponent ZIFs with high thermal and chemical stability,
as well as interesting gas adsorption selectivities (Fig. 15)
[85,186]. Then, the investigations focused on building up specific
targeted topologies [8], such as the GME –e.g. ZIF-68 to 70 and
78 to 82– or CHA –e.g. ZIF-300 to 302– with different pore sizes/
apertures and functionalities decorating the network, which gener-
ates a strong impact on their application performance [86,184].
Then, these investigations have been further extended to develop
some design priciples to build up, in a controlled manner, multi-



Fig. 15. Schematic representation of the use of complementary ligands strategy for
the preparation of novel multicomponent ZIF MOFs. Adapted from ref. [186] with
permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2008.
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component ZIFs with extra-large pore openings and cages [185].
The authors defined a steric index (d), and they presented how
the combination of different linkers –two and three– with specific
range and ratios of d enabled to obtain novel tetrahedral topolo-
gies, some of them unrealized in ZIFs –afx and kfi– or even in
any structure –ykh, gcc, ucb and bam [8]. From them, ZIF-412
and 725, which possess the largest cage and aperture size, respec-
tively, are particularly relevant. Besides their structural and syn-
thetic interest, the fascinating large cages of ZIF-412 have shown
good performances on the removal of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) from humid air (see section 3.1).

2.3. Mixed-metals metal–organic frameworks

The inorganic part in MOFs represent also an extense area of
research to increase the heterogeneity and complexity within them
[42,187–193]. Two different subfamilies/scenarios can be consid-
ered on the basis of their distinct inorganic constituents: (i) metal
ions –pre- or post-synthetically incorporated– and (ii) SBUs –with
one or two distinct metal ions.

Dealing with the first subfamily [194–197], the archetype study
was elaborated byWang et al. [198] with five isostructural MOF-74
having 2 (Mg and Co), 4 (Mg, Co, Ni and Zn), 6 (Mg, Sr, Mn, Co, Ni
and Zn) 8 (Mg, Ca, Sr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Zn) and 10 (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn and Cd) distinct divalent metal ions, respectively
[198]. In this investigation, they observed that mixed-metals MOF-
74 could be prepared in one-pot reaction of the different metal
salts and 2,5-dihydroxyterephtalic acid with good reproducibility
(Fig. 16). Also, they reported that this approach enabled the incor-
poration of metal ions from which the parent (single-metal) MOF
structure could not be obtained. Although the precise location of
the metal ions could not be elucidated, the high heterogeneity
Fig. 16. A) Schematic representation of the synthetic approach for the preparation of M
Adapted from ref. [198] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyrigh
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and complexity of the materials obtained in this study were the
spark to imagine a more complex metal-composition in MOFs.
Indeed, attracted by its potential, different studies have been
reported using MOF-74 as platform to build up mixed-metals
MOFs with the aim to gain control on metal ions arrangement,
and eventually understand their relationship with functionality
[199–201]. In this context, Ji et al. [70] performed, recently, an
intensive study on bimetallic MOF-74 (Co/Cd@85 and 120 �C, Co/
Pb@85 �C and Co/Mn@85 �C) systems to elucidate the spatial
arrangement of the different metal ions. Indeed, atom probe
tomography (APT) (Fig. 17) revealed a different distribution
depending on the synthesis temperature and metal ions used. This
allowed to obtain unprecedented information of the metal
sequences within the metal-oxide rods building heterobimetallic
MOF-74. Besides, they proved the validity of the method proposed
to map the sequences of neighboring chains.

Mixed-Metals MOFs of other representative networks, such as
MOF-5 [202,203], HKUST-1 [204], UiO-66 [205], MIL-53 [206]
and 100 [207], have been also synthesized by mixing of metals in
one-pot reactions. In particular, different bimetallic combinations
of MIL-53(Al/Fe, Cr/Fe, Al/V and V/Cr) [206,208–210], as well as
an isoreticular expansion with BPDC ligands [211], have been
obtained to investigate the influence on the flexibility and func-
tionality of the resulting materials. Interestingly, it was observed
that the breathing was different from either of the single cation
analogues and the different composition of metal ions affect to
the framework flexibility. Also, it was observed, in some cases, that
the synthetic route affect to the arragement of the metal ions on
the mixed-metals MIL-53. For instance, Depauw et al., observed
microwave procedure led to ‘‘egg yolk” mixed-metals MIL-53(Cr/
V), meanwhile the solvothermal method renders homogenous
mixed-metals MOFs [209]. In a similar manner, Osadchii et al.
[210] reported that the electrochemical synthesis of MIL-53(Al/
Fe) offered improved homogeneous distribution respect post-
synthetic methods, which remarkably had a severe impact on its
catalytic C–H activation behaviour that ressembled methane
monooxygenase enzymes. However, despite the exciting results
and remarkable advances –especially in recent examples– on the
characterization of the local coordination environment of different
metals, it has found still difficult to have a precise control on their
spatial arrangement through the network. In this sense, a remark-
able work was developed by Liu et al. [54] who showed beautiful
examples of the different organization through the network of dis-
tinct combinations of two metal ions building the triangular oxo-
centered SBUs (Fig. 18). From the nine mixed-metals MOFs
reported, the authors focused –with the aim to unveil metal ions
arrangement– on (Mn1.45Fe1.55O)2(TCPP-Ni)3 and (Ni2.07Fe0.93O)2(-
TCPP-Co)3, where TCPP stands for tetrakis(4-carboxylatephenyl)p
M-MOF-74. B) Different combination of metals used to synthesize MM-MOF-74.
t 2014.



Fig. 17. A) 3D-APT reconstruction of MOF-74 (Co/Cd) showing all the metals
detected (Co and Cd are represented by blue and pink spheres respectively). B)
Different zoomed-in regions showing, in more detail, the metal chains in MOF-74
(Co/Cd). Adapted from ref. [70] with permission from the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), Copyright 2020.
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orphyrin. From a combination of spectroscopic techniques, the
authors observed a domain arrangement of metal ions in (Mn1.45-
Fe1.55O)2(TCPP-Ni)3 and a well-mixed scenario for (Ni2.07Fe0.93O)2
(TCPP-Co)3. Most likely, as it has been suggested by the authors,
this was related to the differences/semblances of each pair of metal
ions in terms of ionic radius and affinity to coordinate with oxygen.
Interestingly, this different arrangement showed a severe impact
on the band structure of MOFs, and consequently, on their catalytic
performance.

Besides mixing metals in one-pot reactions, PSMs have also
shown efficient for the obtention of mixed-metals MOFs. Mainly
three different situations have been observed, the partial cation
exchange of structural ions, the metalation of SBUs and the coordi-
nation to ligands. Post-synthetic ion-exchange have revealed as a
very poweful tool to develop a wide range of multifunctional MOFs
with improved stability and performances respect to the pristine
MOFs [12–17,212]. However, it has been commonly associated to
achieve a full metal exchange. So, only the intermediate species
and not the final materials could be considered as mixed-metals
MOFs [213–220]. In this sense, Brozek et al. [216] reported post-
synthetic metal exchange of different transition metal ions –Ti3+,
V2+/3+, Cr2+/3+, Mn2+ and Fe2+– in MOF-5 (Fig. 19). They observed
the degree of exchange was dependant of the nature of the metal
ion, and in any case led to a complete transmetallation [216].
Remarkably, this study was a clear example of the potential of
PSMs allowing to obtain novel materials, which could not be
obtained by typical synthetic pathways.

Song et al. [218] observed the influence of the framework flex-
ibility on the degree of post-synthetic metal-exchange. While the
rigid Zn-HKUST-1 [221] could be partially transmetallated with
copper(II), the flexible Zn-PMOF-2 [222] was possible to achieve
a full transmetallation –PMOF stands for MOP-based MOFs. Inter-
estingly, partially transmetallated ZnCu-PMOF-2 presented a
core–shell heterostructural framework [218]. This post-synthetic
metal ion exchange also have been performed in more robust
14
MOFs. For instance, Kim et al. [123] reported the metal exchange
between preformed MIL-53(Al) and MIL-53 (Fe). In this work,
attempts to incorporate Ti(IV) and Hf(IV) to UiO-66(Zr), were
shown unsuccessful, as some of the same authors uncovered latter
[223]. Other groups have tried this challenging process using dif-
ferent titanium precursors. However, the reported results respect
the position the titanium(IV) ions ocuppied were not in agreement.
Santaclara et al. [224] demonstrated in detail that in NH2-UiO-66
TiIV was appended to a linker vancancy. Meanwhile, Tu et al.
[225] and Chen et al. [226] reported the post-synthetic replace-
ment of zirconium(IV) ions by titanium(IV) following a microwave
procedure in UiO-66 (Fig. 20A) and PCN-224 (Fig. 20B), respec-
tively. Thus, further work to develop and precisely characterize
novel [227] systems incorporating titanium(IV) will be highly
desirable. This not just will allow to deliver very interesting mate-
rials from a functionality viewpoint. But also, it will help to unveil
with atomic precision the arrangement of titanium ions within the
framework and its relationship with their performance, which
undoubtedly have been the sharpest striking force in the exponen-
tial growth of MOFs.

Another recent relevant example was the work by Padial et al.,
[60] where the authors studied in detail the metal-induced topo-
logical transformations on a previously reported heterobimetallic
Ti2Ca2 MUV-10 [119] (MUV = Materials of University of Valencia)
into MUV-101(Fe,Co,Ni,Zn) and MUV-102(Cu), which are isostruc-
tural to MIL-100 and HKUST, respectively (Fig. 21). Indeed, the
information extracted from this investigation was useful to envi-
sion future real-world applications of these materials, such as the
degradation of nerve agents simulants in non-buffered conditions
[228].

Post-synthetic metalation of SBUs have been commonly
addressed with traditional common solution-phase procedures
[229–236] and atomic layer deposition (ALD) [227,237–240]. Here,
we would like to note that despite the studies on most of the
reported examples are focused in particular metal contents, the
approach used to synthesize them make possible to obtain other
metal ratios. For this reason, they have been considered in this
manuscript. A nice exponent of the first type was reported by
Manna et al., [231] where to a Zr-MOF –constructed with 4,40-bis
(carboxylatephenyl)-2-nitro-1,10-biphenyl (TPHN) linker– with an
UiO-69 topology, were incorporated MgMe by treating the MOF
with Me2Mg in THF at room temperature [231]. The thorough char-
acterization of this MOF showed that 4 Mg centers were anchored
per Zr6 node. Unfortunately, in contrast to other reported cases
[230], it was not possible to solve by SCXRD the Mg coordination
environment. Nevertheless, this study evidences the potential of
MOF methodologies to develop novel and highly performant
single-site earth-abundant metal catalysts, circunventing tradi-
tional synthetic drawbacks. In an alternative manner, ALD has
added new possibilities to increase complexity and metal ions
diversity within MOFs. Recently, Hackler et al. [240] have kept
demonstrating the potential of this approach with the metalation
of NU-1000 –NU = Northwestern University; this is a zirconium-
MOF built up with [Zr6(m3-O)4(m3-OH)4(OH)4(H2O)4]8+ SBUs and
tetratopic 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-benzoate)pyrene ligands– through
the hydroxyl and aquo groups residing at the Zr node within the
large (31 Å) hexagonal pores (Fig. 22A). In particular, they incorpo-
rated diverse metal ions –Cu, Cd, Co, Fe, Ga, Mn, Mo, Ni, Sm, W, Zn,
In and Al–, and even more interestingly, bimetallic combinations of
Co-Zn and Zn-Co [240]. Lately, Thiam et al. [241] have applied
novel techniques for SBU metalation, commonly applied in surface
organometallic chemistry. They reported the anchoring of a W
(�CtBu)(CH2

tBu)3 complex on the mesoporous NU-1000
(Fig. 22B). However, instead to be located in the expected large
hexagonal channels, first-principles simulation showed that the
grafted complexes were found preferentially localized in the small



Fig. 18. Different combinations of SBUs and porphyrin ligands that yield MTV-MOFs with mixed-metals SBUs. Reproduced from ref. [54] with permission from the American
Chemical Society, Copyright 2016.

Fig. 19. Partial post-synthetic metal exchange in MOF-5 clusters yielding pseudotetrahedral V2+, Cr2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, and Ni2+ and pseudotrigonal bipyramidal Ti3+, V3+, and
Cr3+ with terminal chloride moieties. Single crystals after every PS process can be observed in the bottom. Adapted from ref. [216] with permission from the American
Chemical Society, Copyright 2013.
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ones. DFT calculations were also used to identify all the steps lead-
ing to the final anchored tungsten complex. This work nicely illus-
trates that the potential MOFs intrinsically posses to benefit of
cross-fertilization from other research fields, which undoubtedly
strengthten and enlarge the academic and industrial interest of
MOFs.
15
The use of auxiliary chelating groups –commonly with soft-
basicity, e.g. (by)piridine, pyrazole, thiol/thiolate and phosphine
derivatives– in the organic linkers used to build up a targeted
MOF and pre-/post-synthethic functionalization of linkers to intro-
duce preformed complexes/coordinating sites have been widely
used for embedding metal ions in MOFs. This not only have ren-



Fig. 20. Partial post-synthetic exchange of Zr(IV) metal cations by Ti(IV) ones in
UiO-66 and PCN-224 MOFs, respectively. Adapted from refs. [225] and [226] with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry and John Wiley & Sons, Copyright
2017 and 2020.
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dered frameworks with increased complexity and heterogenity,
but more interestingly, with novel functionalities [242–256]. In
this context, a fascinating example was reported by Gonzalez
et al. [249] with the development of a Zr6-MOF constructed with
2,20-bipyridine-5,50dicarboxylate (DCBPY). This enabled to obtain
a bipyridine-multidentate coordination environment, which stabi-
lize discrete inorganic clusters constrained within MOFs channels
(Fig. 23A). By controlling the metalation conditions, they showed
the controlled growth of atomically defined NiBr2 and MCl2
Fig. 21. Partial post-synthetic metal cation exchange in MUV-10(Ca) to give MUV-101(
American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020.
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(M = Ni, Co, and Fe) sheets. Interestingly, as it has been observed
in others clusters formation [23,24,257–262], the confinement
and functionalities within the MOFs pores defines the composition
and structure of these sheets, and interestingly, it helps to unveil in
differents steps of the metalation and sheets-growth process –by
means of single-crystal X-ray crystallography– their structure.
The metalation process has been also recently coupled with other
post-synthetic processes to design enzyme-inspired environments
within mesoporous MOFs (Fig. 23B) [255]. They prepared a multi-
component MOF of formula Al(OH(DCBPY)0.8(PDAC)0.2 (H2PDAC =
1,4-benzenediacrylic acid) to which after ozonolysis [263] the
PDAC linkers were removed to afford Al(OH(DCBPY)0.8(OH)0.4(H2-
O)0.4. Then, treatment with trimethylsilyl trifluoromethanesul-
fonate (Me3Si-OTf) and installation of preformed complex [Ir
(PPY)2(DCBPY)]+ (PPY = 2-phenylpyridine) allowed to generate
strongly Lewis Al-OTf and photoredox sites, respectively, within
Al-MOF mesopores [255].

Alternatively to previous methodologies to incorporate metal
ions in MOFs, Wang et al. reported the molecular vise approach
(Fig. 24) [253]. This consisted on the construction of a multicompo-
nent MOF, where there has been a partial replacement of the posi-
tions occupied by tetratopic linkers by a pair of tritopic and
monotopic ones, which were arranged in opposite positions. This
allowed to create a metal binding-site that can be modulated
through the exchange of the monotopic linker, which provides
unique coordination environments to bind with distinct metal ions
–Mg2+, Al3+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Ag+, Cd2+ and
Pb2+ (Fig. 24C).

Respect the family of distinct SBUs, it has been to say that the
degree of control to build up them in a highly controlled manner
is still quite limited, and even some of them have been obtained
in a serendipitous manner. Nevertheless, different strategies have
been followed to succeed on this challenging task [264–267]. For
example, the use of non-symmetric linkers somehow guides to
the formation of different SBUs using a unique single metal ion.
This has been evidenced with the formation of UMCM-150 [264]
–constructed with biphenyl-3,40,5-tricarboxylic acid (H3BPT) and
two types of SBUs, the well-known Cu(II) paddle-wheel and a rare
trinuclear Cu(II) cluster (Fig. 25)– and a MOF consisting of trun-
cated cuboctahedra as supermolecular building blocks (SBBs) con-
nected to trigonal Cu(II) trimers, when reacting 5-
Fe, Co, Ni, Zn) and MUV-102(Cu). Adapted from ref. [60] with permission from the



Fig. 22. Schematic representation of the incorporation of metal oxide clusters into the pores of the NU-1000 via atomic layer deposition (ALD) (A) and anchoring of W(�CtBu)
(CH2

tBu)3 complexes on the mesoporous NU-1000 (B). Adapted from refs. [240] and [241] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020.

Fig. 23. A) Crystal structures of Zr6-MOF constructed with DCBPY before (left) and after metalation (right). B) Enzyme active site with binding center (left) and mesopore in 1-
OTf-Ir MOF with the [Ir(PPY)2(DCBPY)]+ complex (right). Adapted from refs. [249] and [255] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2015 and 2020.
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Fig. 24. A) Illustration of the multicomponent PCN-521 MOF created by the molecular vise approach. B) Organic ligands used. C) Different metal-binding sites created by
various monotopic linkers. Reproduced from ref. [253] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2008.

Fig. 25. Schematic representation of the formation of UMCM-150 by combining the non-symmetric linker H3BPT and two different SBUs. Reproduced from ref. [266] with
permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2008.
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tetrazolylisophthalic acid and copper(II) nitrate hemihydrate
[266].

The use of metal ions with great coordination plasticity have
been also proposed to construct MOFs with different SBUs, which
have led to very intrincate structures [268–271]. Besides, it has
been proposed the use of two distinct metals ions [272–274]. This
approach was mainly based on the different coordination environ-
ment preferences of each of them. Tu et al. [273] reported a meso-
porous MOF built up from three geometrically different SBUs.
Despite only one organic ligand –4-pyrazolecarboxylic acid
(H2PyC)– was used, the mixing with two metal ions –Cu(II) and
Zn(II)– form the triangular Cu3 and octahedral and square pyrami-
dal Zn4 SBUs, which led to four types of polyhedral cages in the
framework [273]. Other authors have also applied the same
approach with PyC as linker, but using different pairs of metal ions
[274]. This have led to the formation of MOF-818 and 919 (Fig. 26),
which contain three unprecented mesoporous cages wuh (MOF-
18
818) and yys and liu (MOF-919) [8]. In these MOFs, the PyC linker
acted as edge in the structure, while the distinct SBUs functioned
as vertices. In particular, MOF-818 was built up with Zr6(m3-
O)4(m3-OH)4(OH)6(m-PyC)6(H2O)6 and Cu3(m3-O)(m-PyC)3(H2O)3
SBUs, whereas MOF-919 was constructed by M3(m3-O)(OH)3(m-
PyC)6 (M = Sc, Fe and Al) and the same triangular Cu3-SBU of
MOF-818. Remarkably, this work unveils precious information of
the relevance of the connectivity of vertices to synthesize large
molecular cages –which until that moment was either focused on
the use of large linkers or increase the number of vertices
[152,275,276]. From the systematical analysis performed, they
concluded that the size of the cage was directly proportional to
the number of vertices –when equal connectivity– and that a
reduced connectivity of the vertices in the polyhedral renders lar-
ger growth of cage size, when the number of vertices is the same.

The metalloligand design strategy have rendered beautiful
examples of mixed-metals frameworks with exciting functionali-



Fig. 26. Schematic representation of MOF-818 (A) and MOF-919 (B) and their respective SBUs. Adapted from ref. [274] with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2019.
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ties [277–279]. However, most of them led to MOFs where the
metal ions ratio is difficult to be modified. An elegant approach
to obtain mixed-metals MOFs using preformed metalloligands
was reported by Tan et al., [280] where they performed one- or
two-step post-synthetic ligand exchange on UiO-68 with pre-
formed chiral metallosalen complexes [280]. Using direct synthe-
sis, Xia et al. [281] reported the use of up to three distinct chiral
metallosalen complexes to build seven chiral, porous and interpen-
etrated 3D Zn4-MOFs with pcu topology –five with combinations of
two distinct metalloligands (CuV, CuMn, CuCr, CuFe and CuCo) and
two with three of them (CuMnCr and CuMnCo). Interestingly, the
interpenetration nature of these materials brings distinct metallos-
alen subunits adjacent to each other, which endows them with the
possibility of cooperative activation of substrates, and then
improved functional performance.
2.4. Mixed-ligands and metals metal–organic frameworks

The incorporation of different linkers and metal ions/SBUs, rep-
resents the highest level of synthetic complexity. Thus, it results
reasonable that the number of examples belonging to this group
is still quite scarce, compared to previous sections. Nevertheless,
some beautiful systems have already been reported [282–286],
which evidence the feasibility of this task. Moreover, these works
allow to envision that the rational construction of highly heteroge-
nous MOFs platforms, able to reach the complexity of biological
systems from both a structural and functional viewpoint, is also
achievable.

Pore partition strategies have shown successful to obtain mate-
rials with enhanced functionalities respect the pristine MOFs
[78,79,287,288]. Relevant to our topic, this approach has enabled
to obtain different systems –constructed in one-pot reactions–
with distinct organic and inorganic constituents [282–284]. In this
sense, Zhao et al. [282] reported the construction of 23 multicom-
ponent MOFs with a partitioned acs topology –pacs– [8], where
they use di- and trinuclear 1,2,4-triazolate (TRZ) based complexes
as pore-partition agents [282]. From them, it results especially rel-
evant the high tunability reached with the family coined as TRZ-
pacs-D with the general formula [(M1)3O(L1)3][(M2)3(L2)3X6]
(X = H2O or Cl-). The [(M1)3O(L1)3] subunit represents the core for-
mula of the acs net and the triazolate dimer [(M2)3(L2)3X6] –where
M1 = Fe, In and In/Co; L1 = BDC or its derivatives; M2 = In, Zn, Ni, Co,
Fe, Mn, Mg and In/Co and L2 = TRZ or its derivatives. Remarkably,
compared to the partition approach with 2,4,6-tri(4-pyridyl)-1,3,
5-triazine, this approach allows to have a much greater diversity
and heterogeneity –due to the countless combinations of azolate
ligands and metals ions as partition agents– and introduces in a
19
controlled manner different SBUs, which enable to control the
arrangement and orientation of open metal sites and have the
potential to endow materials with multifunctionality.

Several examples of quaternary and quinary systems have been
prepared using direct syntheses. For example, using PyC ligands
and based on the different binding affinities of pyrazolate and car-
boxylate toward copper and zinc, Tu et al. [289] reported two qua-
ternary MOFs with BDC as cooperative second organic linker for
the construction of FDM-6 and 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylic acid
(H2NDC) for FDM-7 –FDM stands for Fudan material (Fig. 27)
[289]. In both cases, the trinuclear complex [Cu3

II(m-OH)(HPyC)3]2+

acted as tritopic carboxylate-metalloligand during the MOF syn-
thesis. In FDM-6, each octahedral Zn4O SBUs was coordinated with
four triangular Cu3 units and two BDC linkers, which led to a
framework with umt topology [8] and isoreticular to (3,6)-
coordinated UMCM-2 [41,138,139] with five kinds of microporous
cages and two mesoporous ones. On the other hand, FDM-7 con-
tains two types of octahedral Zn4O SBUs, the trinuclear complex
and as linear ditopic linkers NDC and PyC, which led to three differ-
ent types of cages (Fig. 27). Interestingly, the trinuclear complex
[Cu3

II(m-OH)(HPyC)3]2+ can be reduced, in a reversible manner, to
[Cu3

I (HPyC)3], without altering the connectivity of the frameworks.
This has a significant impact on their catalytic functionality, and
more importantly, evidences the potential redox-active MOFs pos-
ses in a wide range of fields [290]. They would add a novel vertex of
complexity in mixed-component MOFs. But, this has been scarcely
investigated. Thus, it represents an area that deserve more atten-
tion and further exploring. In addition, in this work the authors
also reported two fascinating mixed-metals MOFs (FDM-4 and 5)
with six and five distinct SBUs, respectively –due to the chemical
plasticity/versatility of Zn in contructing different SBUs and the
easiness of copper to form a triangular metalloligand with PyC.
Later on, some of the same authors, reported the first quinary
MOF synthesised in a one-pot self-assembly process (FDM-8)
[291], which was constructed with three linear ditopic linkers –
PyC, BDC and NDC– and two metal ions –Zn and Cu, that form octa-
hedral ZnII

4O(COO)6 and triangular CuI
3(NN)3 SBUs involving all three

organic linkers and the PyC ligand, respectively [291]. The authors
obtained FDM-8 combining their experience with the previous
knowledge on assembly multicomponent MOFs –the diversified
node geometry applied to get UMCM-1 and the diversified edge
length approach to prepare MUF-7a– together with the proposed
deconstruction strategy, based on the use of triangular CuI

3 SBUs,
instead of commonly used tris(carboxylates) to obtain other
mixed-component MOFs. Remarkably, they turn of the screw on
the complexity point-of-view and took advantage of the distribution
of organic linkers on the cages presents in FDM-8 to construct two



Fig. 27. Construction of multicomponent FDM MOFs and the different present SBUs. Reproduced from ref. [289] with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2017.
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isoreticular MOFs, where it is possible to specifically functionalize
one cavity, without modifying the environment of the other.

Alternatively, Fei et al. [292] used PSMs to develop mixed-
ligands and metals MOFs. They selected ZIF-8 and 71 as initial plat-
forms and applied stepwise tandem post-synthetic exchange of
metal ions and linkers (Fig. 28). In particular, they introduced
redox-active Mn(II) ions into both Zn(II)-based ZIFs and 4-
bromo-imidazole replacing 4,5-dichloro-imidazole. Interestingly,
they found the order of the tandem exchange do not have an
appreciable influence on the final MOF [292]. In a similar manner,
applying PSMs, Tu et al. [293] reported the creation of ordered
ligand and metal vacancies in a cubic Zn-based MOF with pyrazole
carboxylic acid as linker. Then, they used these vacancies to incor-
porate newmetals and organic ligands, which allow them to obtain
up to eight novel mixed ligands and metals MOFs with absolute
control and order in a single-crystal to single-crystal manner [293].
20
3. Current reported applications

The interest of mixed-component MOFs results not only in the
structural richness, as seen below, also in the properties (Fig. 3)
that are not just a mere linear combination of the pure con-
stituents. In the following subsections we will present some of
the most recent/relevant advancements in different research areas,
trying to highlight the main importance of the intrinsic features of
mixed-component MOFs to render superior features than single-
component (‘‘traditional”) MOFs.
3.1. Gas storage and separation

Since the advent of MOFs, significant research has been made
on the gas sorption properties of these materials due to their
exceptional porosity. In this sense, the ability to tailor pore size



Fig. 28. Stepwise strategy to develop mixed-ligands and metals MOFs from ZIF-8 and MOF-71. Reproduced from ref. [292] with permission from the American Chemical
Society, Copyright 2013.

Fig. 29. H2 (A) and CO2/CO (B) adsorption isotherms of MTV-MOF-5-EI (blue), -EHI (red), and MOF-5 (black). Reproduced from ref. [43] with permission from the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), Copyright 2010.
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and environment functionalization has revealed as an extremely
important tool to gain control on the stablished host–guest inter-
actions, as well as to understand MOFs adsorption capacity of small
molecules and ability for their separation. Although, these proper-
ties have been extensively studied on simple MOFs, the intrinsic
and increased complexity of mixed-component MOFs have opened
a myriad of new opportunities. Indeed, initial efforts to obtain mul-
tivariate and multicomponent systems were somehow related to
improve the gas adsorption and separations properties of MOFs
[43,49,78,98,150,153,291,294,295]. This was beautifully illustrated
with MTV-MOF-5 (Fig. 4) [43], where the authors reported a 400%
improved selectivity for CO2 over CO, compared with pristine MOF-
5 (Fig. 29). This point, together with the improved H2 storage
capacity of another MTV-MOF reported [296], clearly evidenced
that the properties on MTV-MOFs are not simple linear
21
combinations of their constituents. Later on, some of the same
authors, further proved this with MTV-MOF-177 [98]. In this case,
they observed an increase in volumetric hydrogen uptake in all
MTV-MOFs respect the parent unfunctionalized structure.
Although each mixed-component MOF represents a unique play-
ground on its own, and consequently it would be really hard to
extrapolate and generalize the information extracted from one sys-
tem to others, experimental evidence of adsorbent-adsorbate
interation and the primary adsorption sites of guest molecules is
crucial to understand the structure-properties correlation and
improve the materials performance. In this context, methods based
on 1D 1H{13C}J-HMQC-SD NMR were introduced to unravel the pri-
mary adsorption sites of light alkanes on MTV-UiO-66-(BDC-
CH3)0.24-(BDC-NH2)0.44-(BDC-2OH)0.32 at room temperature [294].
From this study, it was observed, and supported by DFT calcula-



Fig. 30. A) Crystal structure of quaternary CUB-30. B) Simulated breakthrough curves for a mixture of benzene/cyclohexane diluted with excess amount of helium for CUB-30
(solid lines) and MUF-77 (dash lines). Reproduced from ref. [153] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2020.
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tions, that methane, ethane and propane were preferentially pre-
sent near the BDC-2OH sites [43].

Multicomponent materials have also exhibited exciting adsorp-
tion and separation properties. The modification of the pore size –
with alkyl chains of different size functionalizing the truxene-
based ligand– of the quaternary MTV-MUF-77 derivatives revealed
a tunable affinity for CO2 and CH4 [150]. From them, MUF-77-hexyl
exhibited increases of 237 and 172% for CO2 and CH4, respectively,
with respect the related MUF-7a. This approach contrasted with
the more common ones, based on the introduction of open metal
sites or polar functional groups. In addition, in this work, the
authors unveiled another advantage of multicomponent systems
respect traditional MOFs, this consisted on the cooperative effect
of all the constituting ligands to maintain structural integrity and
open pores, even though one of them suffer significant changes.
Besides, in this work, the authors envisage the potential of this
platform for the functionalization of all three ligands to render
MOFs with targeted and distinct functionalities [148,151,154].
The path of increasing complexity in multicomponent MOFs have
also been successfully seized to deliver MOFs with interesting
gas adsorption and separation properties [49,291]. A nice example
is represented with the quinary framework FDM-8, where the
existing hierarchical pores enabled a working capacity of
193 cm3/cm3 at 5–80 bar, which is among the best materials
known for high-pressure methane storage [291]. Macreadie et al.
[153] presented a family of two ternary and two quaternary mul-
ticomponent MOFs that contain the cubane-p-dicarboxylic acid
(H2CDC), which showed exciting selectivity and capacity for liquid
organic hydrogen carriers (LOHCs) (Fig. 30). From them, the
authors focused on the gas adsorption and separation properties
of quaternary CUB-30 (Fig. 30A), a structural analogue of MUF-
77, where the BDC had been replaced by CDC. In particular, it
was reported that CUB-30 showed higher CO2 and CH4 adsorption
than MUF-77, which was attributed to the greater number of
adsorption sites within CUB-30. Then, they studied the single com-
ponent vapor adsorption of a range of hydrocarbons, which
included cyclic (benzene, cyclohexane, toluene and methylcyclo-
hexane), linear (n-hexane and n-heptane) and branched (i-
hexane and 2,3-dimethylpentane) hydrocarbons. Unprecendently,
CUB-30 presented a high preference for cyclohexane adsorption
over benzene at low partial pressures, which contrasts with the
common adsorption preference reported and broadens the range
of applications of MOFs in industrially relevant challenging separa-
tions (Fig. 30B). The authors attributed this exciting separation to
the different pore environment generated by the CDC ligands, lead-
ing to a smaller dodecahedral pore with substantially more van der
Waals interaction sites for interaction, as well as the higher molec-
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ular flexibility of cyclohexane respect benzene. This contrasted
with the accepted explanation of the relevance of p-p interactions
for hydrocarbons adsorption in MOFs. From the simulated bre-
althrough curves, it could be observed a time lapse of 3.5 h. Also,
CUB-30 outperforms MUF-77 in five times at 0.5 kPa for cyclohex-
ane adsorption and in 2.5 times at 0.7 kPa for benzene adsorption.
In addition, CUB-30 markedly outperformed MUF-77 on toluene
and methylcyclohexane adsorption, and in minor degree in the
adsorption of i- and n-hexane. This work nicely illustrated how
subtle changes can make a big difference in mixed-ligands MOFs,
as well as have opened a new direction to follow for selective
hydrocarbon adsorption.

Pore space partition design strategies have also revealed as an
excellent manner to modulate the size, functionalities and number
of open metal sites in multicomponent MOFs. Zhao et al. [78] in the
family of TRZ-pacs-D, with formula [(M1)3O(BDC)3][(M2)2(TRZ)3-
X6], reported an extensive study of the influence on the gas adsorp-
tion properties of the use of different M1/M2 or L1/L2 compositions.
They observed the CO2 uptake can be controlled in the range 44.5–
129.7 cm3/cm3 by changing the M1/M2 nature of metals in the
increasing order of Fe/Fe, Fe/Mg, In/Mn, Fe/Ni, In/In, In/Co and In/
Ni. Interestingly, they reported this was also influenced by the
M1/M2 ratio by varying the In/Co from 1:4 to 4:1 between 53.2
and 146.7 cm3/cm3. The functionalization of the constituting
ligands with amino and hidroxy groups produced a significant pos-
itive impact on the CO2 adsorption properties, with an increase of
29 and 42% respect the unfunctionalised material, respectively.
Also, an analogous trend was observed for the hydrogen adsorption
at 77 K in both families. In addition to be exciting exponents of
new possibilities to enlarge the reticular chemistry approaches,
multivariate [104] and multicomponent [295] rare-earth-based
MOFs have been also successfully applied for light hydrocarbons
adsorption. In particular, Tb-sph-MOF-1 [295] –the framework
with the most confined pore system of this family of networks–,
showed less adsorption affinity for CO2 respect CnH2n+2, in contrast
to 13X zeolites. Similarly, PCN-909(Tb)–NH2 [104] exhibited a
much higher heat of adsorption for C3 light hydrocarbons with
respect to CH4 and C2. Indeed, ideal solution adsorbed theory
(IAST) revealed a nice selectivity for C3H8 and C3H6 over CH4 –
96.9 and 97.8 at 1 bar and 298 K, respectively– which situate this
complex framework as a potential candidate for the efficient
removal of C3 light hydrocarbons from natural gas at room
temperature.

In a different synthetic approach, this was also reported by
Chen et al. [47] with the application of PSMs. They showed in the
Zr-MOF LIFM-28 the reversible installation/uninstallation of link-
ers of different lengths and functionalities with the aim to achieve



Fig. 31. (A) N2 adsorption isotherms for ST1-4 and their corresponding pore size
distributions. (B) High-pressure CH4 uptake isotherms for these ST MOFs compared
to other analogue MOFs. Reproduced from ref. [152] with permission from the
American Chemical Society, Copyright 2017.

Fig. 32. High Pressure CO2 adsorption measurements of COMOC-2(V), 1 (V = 81%), 2
(V = 66%), 3 (V = 46%) and DUT-5(Al) from 0 to 7 bar at 228 K. Reproduced from ref.
[211] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2017.

Fig. 33. Experimental breakthrough curves for a binary Xe/Kr mixture [20/80 (v/v)]
showing the separation performance of MOF-303, Cu-, and Ag-MOF-303. Adapted
from ref. [248] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2021.
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a multipurpose material. Relevant to this section, the functionali-
ties decorating the ligands incorporated on the pristine MOF,
together with the reduced pore aperture and compartimentaliza-
23
tion of cages, led to the obtention of four different multicomponent
materials with outstanding CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 (LIFM-77), R22/N2

(LIFM-86) separation properties and ultrahigh methane storage
working capacity at 5–80 bar and 298 K (LIFM-82 and 83).[47] In
the same line, Liang et al.[152] presented different multicompo-
nent MOFs with ultrahigh capacity methane storage (Fig. 31).
[152] In particular, ST-2 (ST stands for ShangaiTech University)
with formula (Zn4O)3(TATAB)4(NDC)3 (TATAB = 4,40,400-s-triazine-
1,3,5-triyltri-p-aminobenzoate) reached the highest deliverable
capacity of 289 cm3/cm3 at 298 K and 5–200 bar, which surpassed
all the reported porous materials at that time, and even more inter-
estingly, evidence the relevance of being able to fine-tune the
mesoporosity of MOFs to further improve the deliverable capaci-
ties at ultrahigh pressure.

The influence of open metal sites on the adsorption and separa-
tion properties has been largely investigated in traditional MOFs.
[297–302] To this end, and as a logical extension, it has been also
studied the different chemical nature of metal ions and/or SBU
topology in mixed-metals MOFs. Kim et al. [199] showed that, in
bimetallic MZn-MOF-74 (M = Ni and Mg), the CO2 uptake was
superior for the Mg one, reaching 6.7, 5.1 and 3.6 mmol/g at 273,
303 and 323 K, respectively. More importantly, the isosteric heat
of adsorption (Qst) values experimented a gradual decrease with
increasing CO2 loading, which contrasted with the behaviour of
MOF-74. The Qst values were found to be between those of the
single-metal MOFs, and thus can be controlled by the combination
of metal ions, which evidenced the synergetic effect of possessing
different metal ions [199]. Yang et al. [220] reported four bimetallic
PCN-60(M) (M = Mn, Fe, Co and Zn) materials, obtained by a vapor-
assisted solid-phase methodology, which showed better adsorp-
tion properties than pristine PCN-60, especially at low pressure
region. From them, PCN-60(Fe) exhibited the highest uptake of
CO2 at 273 K and H2 at 77 K. Although this manuscript lacks of a
more deeply physical characterization, the gas properties rendered
by the reported materials were illustrative of the potential mixed-
metals MOFs possess [94]. Depauw et al. [211] used the incorpora-
tion of a second metal ion in COMOC-2(V) to form bimetallic Al/V
frameworks –isoreticular to MIL-53– where it has been observed it
was possible to tailor the breathing behavior (Fig. 32). From this
study, it was also evidenced the presence of two different large
and a narrow pore phases, which depend on the aluminium con-
tent. With a high aluminium content, it occurs a transtition from
narrow to larger pores at low pressures. In turn, at higher pres-



Fig. 34. A) Proposed NO disproportionation cycle with MOF CuI-MFU-4l. B) NO adsorption isotherms for MFU-4l (red squares), CuII-MFU-4l-(Cl) (blue circles), and CuI-MFU-4l
(green triangles) (298 K). C) Experimental breakthrough curves showing the olefin/paraffin separation with CuI-MFU-4l MOFs. Adapted from refs. [309] and [307] with
permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019 and 2021.
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sures, the high of the hysteresis loop decreases, leading to a
reduced CO2 uptake [211]. Adsorption of xenon and Xe/Kr separa-
tion has been also pursued using mixed-metals MOFs, with the aim
to find novel materials able to perform this separation efficiently
and avoid traditional energy-intensive cryogenic distillation. In
this context, considering that polar groups and metal sites favour
the interactions with Xe, due tho their larger polarizability respect
Kr, Wang et al. [248] presented the metalation of MOF-303, built
up with rod-based Al–O SBUs and 1H-pyrazole-3,5-dicarboxylate
(HPZDC) linkers, with CuI and AgI to yield the metalated Cu- and
Ag-MOF-303 materials [248]. From the low-pressure Xe and Kr
adsorption isotherms at 273, 283 and 298 K of MOF-303 and met-
alated Cu- and Ag-MOF-303, it was observed that Ag-MOF-303
presented a remarkable Xe uptake capacity of 59 cm3/cm3, which
is among the highest reported for MOFs [248,303,304], and
remains consistent throught 80 cycles of adsorption–desorption
experiments. Interestingly, fixed-bed breakthrough experiments
for Xe/Kr mixture (20/80, v/v) at 298 K and 1.1 bar revealed Ag-
MOF-303 was able to perform dynamic separations with capacities
of 3000 and 600 s/cm3 for Xe and Kr, respectively, which repre-
sented a 100% improved retention time respect the pristine MOF
(Fig. 33). The nice performance of this metalated material was
attributed to its reduced pore size –underpinned by 3D electron
diffraction tomography (EDT) and extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFs)– which nicely matched the size of Xe, and conse-
quently enabled the selective binding of Xe from Xe/Kr mixtures.

The development of robust mixed-metals MOFs for gas adsorp-
tion and separation have been also extended to other ligands dif-
ferent from carboxylate, such as the triazolate in MFU-4 [305]
type materials (MFU = Metal-Organic Framework Ulm University)
[306–309]. At this respect, Wright et al. [309] reported the applica-
tion of CuI-MFU-4 l, with formula Zn3CuI

2Cl2(BTDD)3 –BTDD = bis(
1H-1,2,3-triazolo[4,5-b;40,50-i])dibenzo[1,4]dioxin), for the
chemisorption of NO at room temperature and low pressures, form-
ing a CuI-nitrosyl complex. Its subsequent catalytic NO disproportion
leading to CuII-nitrite complex and nitrous oxide, and the thermal-
induced release of NOx species –where NO was the main component,
as mass spectrometry supported– from the network and regenera-
tion of the pristine mixed-metals MOF (Fig. 34A). CuI-MFU-4 l was
obtained applying post-synthetic metal exchange with CuCl2 on
pristine MFU-4 l(Zn) of two of the four peripheral zinc ions of each
SBU, and posterior reduction of CuII to CuI [308]. The resulting mate-
rial exhibited a considerable improvement on NO adsorption proper-
ties respect the related CuII-MFU-4 l and MFU-4 l(Zn), adsorbing
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1.24 mmol/g below 1.4 Torr and reaching 1.84 mmol/g at 760 Torr
and 298 K, with a remarkable hysteretic desorption, which is conse-
quence of the strong interaction between CuI and NO (Fig. 34B).
From an application viewpoint, it is noteworthy that CuI-MFU-4 l
captures NO at concentrations below 10 ppm. Yet, further work is
required to improve the recyclability of this mixed-metals MOF as,
despite it could be reused up to three times, it was observed a slight
drop of uptake at low and high pressures after the first cycle. An
interesting study on this MOF was reported by Mohamed et al.,
[307] where it was examined the influence of the different amount
of CuI open metal sites, in a family of five CuI-MFU-4 l variants, on
olefin/paraffin separation performance. It was observed a linear
increase of olefin adsorbed amount with increasing CuI loading,
without a decrease of the binding energy –as predicted by density
functional theory (DFT). Temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD) revealed similar ethene desorption energies for all the vari-
ants, which indicates the independence of the CuI sites to adsorb
ethene and that no interactions occurred between neighbour sites.
Interestingly, column breakthrough experiments on the variant Zn3-
CuI

2Cl2(BTDD)3 showed the great potential to perform industrially
relevant olefin/paraffin separations to obtain polymer-grade
(>99.999%) olefins ((Fig. 34C)). In particular, they observed, in
ethene/ethane and propene/propane gas mixtures, that paraffins
were not adsorbed, while olefins were retained in the column ca.
190 s, which confirmed its ability for olefin/paraffin separation and
to obtain ethene with > 99.999% purity. Indeed, the mixed-metals
MOF could be regenerated using temperature-concentration swing
recycling (TCSR) and used up to 10 times without depletion of its
adsorption capacity (0.73 mol/kg).

The development of ZIFs have been intimately related to the
obtention of robust MOFs, analogues to zeolites, as well as the
exploration of new ones with unprecedented topologies and con-
trolled cage size. To this end, the development of multivariate
and multicomponent ZIFs have been extremely useful, and, in turn
it has revealed as an appealing approach to tailor MOFs pores and
functionalities, and consequently, to impact gas selectivity
[85,86,126,184,185]. Eum et al. [125] evidenced this with the
preparation of a series of mixed linkers ZIFs, where it was observed
a tunable molecular sieving in nonpolar alkanes (n-butane and i-
butane) and highly polar alcohols, whereas a tunable adsorption
for water and alcohols at low pressures [125]. Yang et al. [185] pre-
pared 15 novel ZIFs by combination of two or three imidazole
ligands, where their steric index –related to the size and shape of
the imidazole derivatives– together with the linker ratio and com-



Fig. 35. A) Different ZIF MOFs emphasizing cages size. B) Breakthrough curves under both dry and wet conditions (RH 0% and 65%, respectively) using ZIF-412 and BPL carbon
at 298 K for octane (left) and p-xylene (right). Adapted from ref. [185] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2017.
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bination allowed to tune the size of the rings and cages, as well as
the final topology. From them, ZIF-412, the one with the largest
cage size (Fig. 35A), showed the best selectivity of porous materials
tested for octane and p-xylene removal from humid air, which was
attributed to its permanent porosity and hydrophobicity (Fig. 35B)
[185].

The negative environmental implications of CO2 have made its
capture becomes one of the most intense area of research. Tradi-
tional MOFs have been extensively investigated for its capture,
and in lab-scale some of the reported MOFs have outperform tradi-
tional adsorbents used in industry [310–313]. A particularly chal-
lenging adsorption process is the capture of CO2 from wet flue
gas, where, despite the difficulties, remarkable advances have been
perfomed taking advantage of chemisorption sites or hydrophobic
pore environments [314–319]. Mixed-ligands approach has been
also exploited for CO2 capture [320]. Particularly relevant was
the work developed by Hu et al., [94] where they reported a tripha-
sic modulated hydrothermal approach to obtain MTV UiO-66(Zr)
MOFs, constituted with 2-aminoterephthalate (ABDC) and tetraflu-
oroterephthalic acid (H2TFBDC) ligands, for moisture-resistant CO2

capture [94]. The resultant MTV-MOFs, due to the presence of
hydrophobic TFBDC linkers, exhibited enhanced water stability,
hydrophobicity and water vapour repellent property. Among them,
UiO-66(Zr)–NH2-F4-0.53 showed a CO2 working capacity of 0.76
mmolg�1 at 0.15 bar and CO2/N2 (15/85) selectivity of 18.9 at
298 K [94]. Despite these values are not comparable to the best-
performing materials, and are also lower of what is expected from
IAST, the remarkable feature of this MTV-MOF is that it only loses
30% of its CO2 uptake capacity under wet (70% relative humidity)
CO2/N2 (15/85) mixture condition, which contrasted with 88% loss
of pristine UiO-66(Zr)–NH2 MOF. UiO-66(Zr)–NH2-F4-0.53 also
demonstrates enhanced breakthrough dynamics with less cross-
column pressure drop (DP � 0 bar) and 2.7 times larger mass
transfer coefficient (k = 0.1235 s�1) than that of UiO-66(Zr)–NH2

(DP � 0.25 bar, k = 0.0334 s�1). Nevertheless, this approach still
needs further improvement to retain more efficiently CO2 uptake
in moisture conditions, as occurred with ZIF-300 [184] and Mg2(-
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DOBDC)(N2H4)1.8 [321] that showed almost no loss at > 80% rela-
tive humidity [94].

3.2. Heterogeneous catalysis

MOFs have become an alternative for heterogenization of
homogenous catalysts [20–22,25,26,322–324]. Researchers have
exploited the intrinsic catalytic activity of the MOFs by introduc-
tion of open metal sites, creation of defects or by using an organic
linker as a catalyst. MOFs are also platforms to host catalytic sites
such as nanoparticles or enzymes. In the same manner, catalytic
applications of MTV MOFs have also been explored. For instance,
Kleist et al. designed a modified MOF-5 with the formula [Zn4O
(BDC)3-x(ABDC)x]n where they study the thermal stability depend-
ing on the amino content linker, and the propylene carbonate for-
mation [40] and the immobilization of Pd species for CO oxidation
[325]

Multicomponent MOFs arise as suitable systems to modulate
the spatial environment around the active sites, which has been
an exceedingly challenge in synthetic heterogeneous catalyst
[95,137,176]. Liu et al. [151] took advantage of the structural reg-
ularity of MUF-77 platforms, to obtain 15 quaternary MOFs, where
prolinyl groups, catalytically active toward asymmetric aldol reac-
tions, were incorporated in one ligand, and the other two linkers
beared functional groups able to modulate –via noncovalent inter-
actions– the reaction rate and the enantiomeric excess of the aldol
products, in a reminiscent manner to enzymes [151]. From this
study, several exciting conclusions can be extracted: (i) the modu-
lator functional groups seem to act in synergy, instead of in a linear
way and (ii) the location of the catalytic site can induce enantios-
electivity reversal respect the homogenous prolinyl-based linker,
which can be restored by tuning the active site microenvironmen-
twith achiral modulators. Despite the catalytic results do not out-
perform the state-of-the-art catalyst, this work reveals the great
potential that multicomponent MOFs can have in heterogeneous
catalysis, and even more interestingly, it set the foundations to
develop efficient synthetic catalysts for a given target reaction by



Fig. 36. A) Schematic illustration of the catalytic pocket in MUF-77 series, based on
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) structures, where it shows a site for
catalysis and modulator groups that are positioned to influence the course of the
reaction. B) Aldol and Henry reactions are reported herein. Adapted from ref. [148]
with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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a controlled tuning of the active sites and modulators. This concept
was extended later, by the same research group, by investigating
the use of different modulators in multicomponent MOFs, capable
to exhibit both a high stereochemical selectivity and reactivity in
aldol reactions (Fig. 36A) [148]. Interestingly, they found it was
even possible to discriminate between different reactions path-
ways (Henry vs aldol), and that such highly complex MOFs were
able to catalyze reactions which can not occur in homogenous
phase (Fig. 36B) [148]. Nguyen et al. reported the synthesis of mul-
ticomponent MOF-907 –constructed from trigonal six-connected
Fe3O SBUs and triangular BTB and linear NDC linkers, with nha
minimal transitivity net topology– and their use as efficient cata-
lyst for the microwave-assisted radical polymerization of methyl
methacrylate. Indeed, the high porosity with one-dimensional
interconnected channels and accessible pore window of MOF-
907, together with the presence of unsaturated strong Lewis acid
Fe3O SBUs, allowed to obtain polymethyl methacrylate in a very
short reaction time (30 min.) –conventional methods trigger one
day– with remarkable high yield (98%), high molecular weight
(Mn = 20.680 g mol�1) and low polydispersity (PID = 1.23). For
comparison, it was evaluated the activity of MIL-101(Fe) [89] and
PCN-285 [163] –both of themwith Fe3O SBUs– and it was observed
MOF-907 showed better PDI and higher yield and Mn. The authors
attributed this to the particular structural features of MOF-907,
26
which evidenced the key role novel multicomponent MOFs with
high symmetry/minimal transitivity could play in designing very
efficient catalyst.

Post-synthetic ligand exchange or installation of one of the
components of a multicomponent MOF, could also provide another
vertex of complexity and improved functionality to these mixed-
component MOFs [167]. Zhang et al. [326] presented the post-
synthetic ligand exchange and metalation on PCN-900(Eu) –a
mixed-component MOF constituted by twelve connected rare-
earth hexaclusters linked by TCPP and DCDPS– with 2,20-bipyri
dine-5,50dicarboxylate (DCBPY) and CoCl2, respectively, to led to
a mixed-ligands and metals PCN-900(Eu)-CoTCPP-CoDCBPY. This
material shows improved catalytic performance for the cycloaddi-
tion of CO2 with epoxides compared to the pristine PCN-900(Eu),
its partially metalated derivatives and the physical mixtures of
them. Despite it only exhibits a moderate catalitic activity, the pro-
posed methodology opens the way to design mixed-component
MOFs with metal ions located at specific positions, which undoubt-
edly will enlarge the number of heterogeneous MOFs catalysts. As
we have mentioned, PSMs have revealed as an outstanding
approach to contruct highly complex mixed-component MOFs
[124127284327,328]. This was beautifully illustrated by Fracaroli
et al., [132] where seven sequential post-synthetic reactions on a
MTV-IRMOF-74-III, constructed with magnesium oxide rods linked
by two distincly functionalized H4L organic struts –H4L-CH3 and
H4L-CH2NHBoc, H4L = 3,300-dihydroxy-(1,10:40,100-terphenyl)-4,400-d
icarboxylic acid– with formula MTV-(CH3)0.6(CH2NHBoc)0.4,
enabled to load two types of tripeptides (H2N-Pro-Gly-Ala-
CONHL and H2N-Cys-His-Asp-CONHL) with interesting catalytic
activity (Fig. 8). In particular, MTV-IRMOF-74-III-CH2NH-Asp-His-
Cys-NH2, containing the peptide sequence of the endopeptidase
enzyme tobacco etch virus (TEV), was investigated as mimick of
this enzyme on the sequence-specific peptide bond cleavage of
the pentapeptide H2N-Ala-Tyr-Ala-Ser-Ala-CONH2. Despite only a
5% conversion to the cleavage product was obtained and further
work would be required for their practical application, this work
nicely illustrated that is possible to achieve a fine molecular con-
trol of MOF pores functionalities with a complexity close to
enzymes [132]. The same concept has been lately exploited by
Zhang et al. [329] in a MTV-UiO-68 with accessible alkyne and
azyde groups in a 1:1 ratio, which experienced post-synthetic
quantitative tandem click reactions and enabled to incorporate,
in a controlled manner, groups of distinct functionality (Fig. 37).
In this sense, it was reported that the same product could be
obtained in two independent tandem click reaction routes. The
development of this synthetic strategy, for example, enabled to
obtain an efficient heterogeneous acid-base MTV-MOF organocata-
lyst for aldol addition reactions. Especifically, the authors com-
pared the catalytic activity of the MTV-MOF with acid and base
sites with the MTV-MOFs with only either acidic or basic sites. It
was observed that the bifunctional MTV-MOF outperforms other
MTV-MOFs and retained its activity after three reuses, which evi-
denced the cooperation of the active sites of distinct nature.
Despite it has not been presented in the manuscript, the authors
envisioned that this approach, together with the possibility to tune
the ratio of azide and alkyne functionalities, represents a fantastic
manner to design bifunctional MOFs for targeted desired
applications.

Besides being active parts on the catalytic processes, the unique
pore environment of each mixed-component MOF can have a sev-
ere influence on the catalytic performance of catalysts residing in
their pores [40]. In this context, Choi et al. [93] proved the impor-
tance of the chemical nature of the functionalities decorating the
UiO-66 frameworks on the catalytic activity of embedded Pt
nanoparticles (NPs). They incorporated alone or in pairs sulfonic
acid (-SO3H), ammonium (–NH3

+) and their deprotonated forms as



Fig. 37. A) Schematic representation of the PSMs of UiO-68-N3/C�C via tandem click reactions from two different routes. Adapted from ref. [329] with permission from the
American Chemical Society, Copyright 2018.

Fig. 38. A) Schematic representation of the combination of functionalized linkers used to make the nMOFs in the Pt � nUiO-66 constructs. B) Product selectivity (top) and
turnover frequency (TOF, h�1) (bottom) obtained at 150 �C over Pt � nUiO-66-S and N, Pt � nUiO-66, and Pt-on-SiO2. Adapted from ref. [93] with permission from the
American Chemical Society, Copyright 2015.
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functionalities (Fig. 38A), and reported their critical role in product
selectivity and activity in the gas-phase conversion of methylcy-
clopentane (MCP) to acyclic isomer, olefins, cyclohexane and ben-
zene [93]. Relevant to our topic are the results of the MTV-UiO-66
and Pt � nUiO-66-SN, combining the strong (-SO3H) and weak
(–NH3

+) acid functionalities, which gave different product selectiv-
ity to that of their constituents (Fig. 38B). No cyclohexane was pro-
duced, while benzene was the dominant product with olefins and
acyclic isomers as minor products [93]. This was a quite unex-
pected result, because this material maintained the high activity
of the MOF, decorated only with sulfonic acid, but the catalytic
pathway was changed. This work further evidenced the unique
characteristic of mixed-components materials that their behavior
is not an intermediary of its constituents, but a novel one.
27
Solvent assisted linker incorporation (SALI) methodologies have
been applied to generate multicomponent MOFs, where the incor-
porated linkers can be used to tune the activity of SBU-anchored
catalyst [172] or as initial platforms to construct within MOFs
pores the catalytic species [173]. The latter application was
reported by Goswami et al. [173] to synthesize gold nanoparticles
within triangular and hexagonal channels of NU-1000, with
dimensions matching the size of them, and acceptable catalytic
activity for the hydrogenation of aqueous 4-nitrophenol to
aminophenol. In order to do so, the authors followed a three-step
post-synthetic strategy on preformed NU-1000. Firstly, they
applied SALI to attach 4-carboxy-phenylacetylene ligands –in
monodentate ester-like fashion– to the eight connected Zr6-aqua/
hydroxo/oxo SBUs of NU-1000, as SCXRD supported. Then, they



Fig. 39. A) Structure of NU-1000 MOF and the three consecutive post-synthetic modification reactions that yield AuNPs. B) Time dependent evolution of UV–vis absorption
spectra for the catalytic hydrogenation of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol. Adapted from ref. [173] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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coordinated the AuIPEt3+ salt to the acetylene unit of the incorpo-
rated linker –with a loading of 1.4 ± 0.2 Au atoms per Zr6 node–
and, finally, chemically reduced the AuI to led to the formation of
Au nanoparticles with a bimodal distribution of particle size –ca.
1.5 (98%) and 3.7 nm (2%)– and phosphine ligands strongly
adsorbed (Fig. 39A). Despite the pristine synthesised Au nanoparti-
cles do not exhibited an outstanding catalytic activity (Fig. 39B), for
the thermally treated version –where most of the adsorbed phos-
phine ligands were removed– the rate of the reaction was consid-
erable higher. Nevertheless, the presented material showed a nice
structural stability and retained the gold content after four reuses.

The presence of catalytically active metal ions in mixed-metals
MOFs have make them outstanding platforms in heterogenous
catalysis [194,197,207,225,330]. A very interesting study was
reported by Liu et al., [54] showing the influence on the photocat-
alytic activity of the metal spatial arrangement in the family of
porphyrin-based mixed-metals MOFs with general formula (M3-
O)2(TCPP-M)3 [54]. The authors reported that the tested mixed-
metals MOFs, with a domain spatial distribution, exhibited a cat-
alytic activity falling in between their respective MOFs with one
type of SBU metal, meanwhile well-mixed spatial arrangement
showed better conversion rates than their corresponding single-
metal MOFs or their physical mixtures. For example, (Mn1.77Ni1.23-
O)2(TCPP-Ni)3 and (Ni2.07Fe0.93O)2(TCPP-Co)3 presented a 26 and
54% increase, respectively, in their catalytic performance respect
their best single-metal MOF component. A careful study of the
band structure revealed that in domain distribution the corre-
sponding band structures was very close to the single-metal
Fig. 40. A) MOF-808 modelled structure bearing copper–oxygen complexes. B) Methanol
Adapted from ref. [252] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyrigh
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MOF. However, in well-mixed MOFs their band gaps present a dra-
matic difference in the band structure. This resulted in a better
overlap with that of the singlet oxygen, which led to an improved
reaction rate. Electrochemically synthesised mixed-metals MIL-53
(Al/Fe) have been reported [210] as enzyme-mimick catalyst for
the C–H activation of methane to produce methanol –using H2O2

as oxidant under mild reactions conditions– with TOFs on the
order of 90 h�1 and selectivitives to oxygenates of ca. 80% [210].
From a thorough spectroscopic characterization, the authors
demonstrated the presence of the desired antiferromagnetically
coupled high-spin FeIII-FeIII dimeric entities, which are reminiscent
of the active site in methane monooxygenase enzymes. This was
also supported with computational methods, where these atomi-
cally dispersed dimeric iron(III) moieties in the network were con-
firmed as the most likely active species of the mixed-metals MOFs
reported. In addition, based on these calculations, the authors pro-
posed a plausible reaction mechanism for the oxidation of
methane. This started with the activation of H2O2 by a Fe site, with
a replacement of one of the carboxylate ligands from the node by
H2O2. Then, a homolytic dissociation of the O-O bond led to the for-
mation of a terminal OH-Fe site and the concominant abstraction
of a H atom from a bridging OH group to form H2O. Afterwards,
it occurs the subsequent homolytic dissociation of the C–H bond
from CH4 by the bridging O site to yield a OH group and a CH3 rad-
ical that recombines with the terminal hydroxyl to form CH3OH
adsorbed on Fe site, which later on migrate to the pore. The oxida-
tion state of one Fe site increase from III to V, without dissociation
of the dimeric entities, which evidence the potential of
conversion produced by MOF-808-His-Cu, MOF-808-IZA-Cu, and MOF-808-BZZ-Cu.
t 2018.
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mixed-metals MOFs to find solution where others materials have
failed, as well as to open novel oppurtunities to gain better under-
stand of oxidative activation of CH4 and as model systems to mim-
icking bioenzymatic catalytic processes.

Baek et al. [252] reported another interesting study on the
selective oxidation of methane to methanol within the post-
synthetic modified channels of MOF-808 (Fig. 40) [252], where
dimeric bis(m-oxo)copper complexes –reminiscent of particulate
methane monooxygenase (pMMO)– were identified as the most
likely active site [252]. In this case, the authors selected MOF-
808, Zr6O4(OH)4(BTC)2(HCOO)5(H2O)(OH) –BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetri
carboxylate– as suitable platform to incorporate, in a first-step,
three metal-binding ligands –L-histidine (His), 4-imidazoleacrylic
acid (H2IZA) and 5-benzimidazolecarboxylic acid (H2BZZ)– by
replacement of formate units. From 1H NMR it was observed that
nearly half of formate ligands were substituted by these ligands,
leading to three novel MOFs –MOF-808-His, -IZA and -BZZ– with
imidazole units dangling towards the center of the channels. This
replacement was also contrasted by SCXRD, despite the disorder
did not allow to obtain a full determination with atomic precision,
it was possible to observe their location. In a second step, it
occurred the metalation of these MOFs with CuI in acetonitrile,
where inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES) revealed Cu/Zr6 ratios of 4.9, 6.0 and 7.1 for MOF-808-
His-Cu, MOF-808-IZA-Cu and MOF-808-BZZ-Cu, respectively.
Unfortunately, the crystallographic disorder after metalation nei-
ther allowed to use SCXRD as basic characterization tool, and to
gain insight of active site structure and oxidation state of copper
ions it was used a multi-technique spectroscopic approach. Indeed,
from the information extracted with all these techniques, espe-
cially X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and EXAFS
on the different conditions of activation of the catalyst, methane
conversion and regeneration of the catalyst, it was possible to
use computational methods to construct a model of the active
sites. All three mixed-metals MOFs exhibited high selectivity for
methane oxidation to methanol under isothermal treatment at
150 �C and very good conversions, being MOF-808-BZZ-Cu the
more performant one with 71.8 mmol g�1. Despite the recyclability
of the material was not remarkable, with an overall considerable
depletion of its activity after the first catalytic cycle –as conse-
quence of the presence of strongly coordinated water molecules
to the active sites–, this material represented the most active cat-
alyst under tested conditions.

Metalation of the SBU have rendered to a wide plethora of
mixed-metals ions with exciting catalytic activites [229,231–
Fig. 41. Simulation of the Cu single atom catalyst anchored in MOF UiO-66 (left) and CO
from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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234]. Abdel-Mageed et al. [235] reported the attachment of copper
atoms to the defect sites of UiO-66 (Fig. 41A), by anchoring them at
the oxygen atoms of OH/H2O terminal groups, being the limiting/-
controlling agents of the amount of metal incorporated and leading
to single-atom Cu catalyst, as well as its performance –prior activa-
tion in 10% H2/N2 at 250 �C for 1 h– in the CO oxidation reaction
under realistic conditions, which represents a very important reac-
tion from both a fundamental viewpoint and practical applications
(Fig. 41B) [235]. In particular, the authors tested this highly stable
single atom Cu heterogenous catalyst in the oxidation of CO at
temperatures up to 350 �C, which results of interest for application
in cars’ catalytic converters, and for the selective oxidation of CO in
hydrogen-rich feed gases, of main relevance for H2 purification.
This heterogenous catalyst was highly active –at least three times
more than the most active copper-based catalyst for CO oxidation
and comparable to more expensive platinum ones– and stable
even in oxygen-rich atmospheres and for large times (20 h), as
PXRD, TEM and DRIFTS measurements revealed after catalysis.
Moreover, it showed a great selectivity (100%) for CO oxidation
in the presence of large amounts of hydrogen (up to 80%) in the
gas feed. Also, taking advantage of different spectroscopic tech-
niques, the authors reported atomically disperse positively charged
Cu species were the active species in catalysis and precluded the
presence of small clusters or nanoparticles. The relevance of this
study was not only the interesting catalytic results presented,
but also, the general applicability to other metal ions of the
reported synthetic strategy to obtain heterogeneous single atom
catalyst. Metalation with distinct titanium salts of Zr6-SBU in
NH2-UiO-66 has been studied with the aim to improve our under-
standing in photocatalytic hydrogen evolution [224]. They
reported that, when using TiCl4 as precursor, the resulted material
exhibited 1.5 greater activity than the pristine NH2-UiO-66, while
using Ti(OnBu)4 the photocatalytic activity experienced a 14 times
enhancement respect the one with TiCl4. From the throrough the-
oretical and experimental study performed, the authors concluded
the defect environment and coordination environment of photoac-
tive metal ions are both relevant for improving the photocatalytic
activity for such type of materials.

As we have mentioned before, atomic layer deposition (ALD)
has revealed as a formidable technique to incorporate metal oxide
clusters of very distinct metal ions at the SBUs and generate in a
controlled manner mixed-metals MOFs [50]. Thus, it represents a
formidable approach to generate unique heterogeneous catalyst
[227,239,240,331]. A beautiful exponent was reported by Hackler
et al., [240] where the authors studied a plethora of supported
oxidation with time on stream (right). Reproduced from ref. [235] with permission



Fig. 42. A) Hydroboration of alkynes and nitriles and hydrosilylation of esters with
different MOF SBU-supported Co catalysts. B) Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges of
Co centers and hydride and bridging oxo groups in MIL-53(Al)–CoH and UiO-68-
CoH. Adapted from ref. [236] with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2018.
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mono- and bimetallic oxide clusters on NU-1000 MOF for the par-
tial hydrogenation of propyne to propene and the catalytic isomer-
ization of propyne to propadiene [240]. Among them, the highest
selectivity and yield for the isomerization of propyne was reported
for Zn- and Cd-anchored NU-1000, which was attributed to the
basic nature of these metal oxide sites and their capacity to pro-
mote 1,3-hydrogen shift for alkynes. Meanwhile, the Cu-
supported MOF presented the maxium yield and selectivity for
the partial hydrogenation of propyne to propylene, as it was
expected based in the literature reports. Complete hydrogenation
to propane was predominant in Zn-loaded NU-1000. However, it
was observed a decreasing trend for bimetallic systems, while
retaining propyne conversions and increasing the propensity to
others reactions, such as isomerization and partial hydrogenation.
Indeed, to study the synergistic effects between distinct catalytic
sites in promixity, the authors perfomed a variable pressure and
time study in Co-Zn bimetallic supported cluster on NU-1000.
Moreover, they observed, for Co-Zn-NU-1000, higher selectivity
and yield toward propadiene than in the Co-supported MOF, while
the performance toward the generation of side products –propy-
lene, propane and the production of coking– was lower for the
bimetallic system, which suggested their synergistic effect. Inter-
estingly, it was observed a difference in propadiene yield between
Co-Zn and Zn-Co supported NU-1000, where the one with more
exposed Zn ions exhibited better performance –which agree with
the catalytic results of monometallic-modified MOFs. A theoretical
study on the different mechanisms for isomerization and hydro-
genation for Cu and Zn supported clusters evidenced that the dis-
tinct tendency toward either propadiene or propylene rely in their
respective preference for homolytic or heteroleptic H2 cleavage
and hydrogen shuttling mechanism between 1,3 and 2,3-
hydrogen shift. The great potential of mixed-metals MOFs has been
recently further evidenced by Thiam et al. [241] (Fig. 22) with the
step-by-step incorporation of W(�CtBu)(CH2

tBu)3 complex on NU-
1000 and its use for gas and liquid phase olefin metathesis. A pro-
found spectroscopic and microscopy characterization allowed to
determine the coordination environment of the initial anchored
precatalyst and its activated carbene form in the presence of an
olefin, which validate the proposed synthetic method for the syn-
thesis of W = O alkyl complexes using W carbyne precursors. The
resulting mixed-metals MOF was first tested in a batch reactor
for propylene methatesis at 80 �C, leading to thermodynamic mix-
tures of ethylene, propene and 2-butene. In a dynamic flow reactor,
it delivered 250 accumulated TON after 16 h, which outperform
other reported sytems anchored on NU-1000. Then, the authors
investigated the kinetic conversion of 1-octene to 7-tetradecene
at 80 �C. They observed that after and induction period (2–3 h),
where it took place the formation of the active carbene site, a fast
conversion occurred to the target primary metathesis product,
with a maximum selectivity at 5 h. After that, there was an
increase of selectivity toward isomerization products of 1-octene.
Overall, this system showed a moderate activity with good selec-
tivites toward primary metathesis compounds. But, noticeably,
the reported system presented a higher catalytic performance than
other reported W-based systems, and represent an appealing can-
didate to have a better model for the industrially relevant WO3/
SiO2 catalyst.

As an alternative to metalation of discrete SBUs, Feng et al. [236]
presented the metalation with CoCl2 and FeCl2 of rod-based alu-
minium hydroxide SBUs in the MIL-53(Al) MOF, and investigated
their use in broad-scope important organic transformations. MIL-
53(Al)-CoCl after activation with NaBEt3H led to MIL-53(Al)–CoH,
which efficiently catalyzed hydrofunctionalization reactions, such
as hydrosilylation of esters and hydroboration of alkynes and
nitriles with good functional group tolerance. Meanwhile, MIL-53
(Al)-FeCl nicely catalyzed Wacker-type alkene oxidation and
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oxidative Csp3-H amination reactions. This work evidenced the
unique potential heterogenous mixed-metals MOFs present in out-
performing traditional materials with intrinsic heterogeneity, as c-
alumina, to support single-site earth-abundant metal heteroge-
neous catalyst, where is highly challenging to perform a uniform
modification, as well as the characterization of catalytic species
and unveil mechanistic details of the catalytic reactions. Indeed,
profound spectroscopic studies together with deuterium labelling
allowed to propose r-bond metathesis as a key step for the
hydroboration of terminal alkynes with MIL-53(Al)CoH (Fig. 42A).
Also, comparative studies with UiO-68-Co and DFT computational
calculations enabled to identify the electron-rich oxo sites as
responsible for the efficient catalytic behaviour of MIL-53(Al)CoH
(Fig. 42B). For the MIL-53(Al)-FeCl, extensive spectroscopic studies
revealed the redox process FeII/FeIII was involved in the oxidative
transformations, and even more interestingly, allowed to propose
a mechanism reaction for the C–H amination [236].

The use of preformed metalloligands have reveal as an appeal-
ing strategy to build upmixed-component MOFs with incorporated
catalytically active metal ions.

Lee et al. [247] reported the use of IRMOF-10 and bio-MOF-100
for the structural stabilization of a gold(III) catalyst, IPrAu(III)
(biphenyl)X –IPr = [1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazole-2-yli
dene and X = SbF6 and PF6 for IRMOF-10 (Fig. 43A) and bio-
MOF-100, respectively– which, in homogenous conditions, or sup-



Fig. 43. A) Modelled structure of IPrAu(III)Cl-IRMOF-10. B) Catalytic activity for a cycloisomerization reaction for IPrAu(III)SbF6-IRMOF-10 compared to IPrAu(III)Cl-IRMOF-
10, IRMOF-9-AgSbF6 and IRMOF-9. Adapted from ref. [247] with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2020.
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ported in other type of solids tends to suffer unimolecular decom-
position, and their application as catalyst in cycloisomerization
reactions (Fig. 43B) [247]. In particular, the gold catalyst was incor-
porated using a mixed-linker strategy and SALE approach for
IRMOF-10 and bio-MOF-100, respectively. The low gold(III) loading
in IRMOF-10 precluded the direct observation of the incorporated
catalyst by SCXRD. Thus, 1H NMR and ICP-AES were used to deter-
mine the successful incorporation of the catalyst. Conversely, the
particular linkers distribution in bio-MOF-100, allowed to replace
selectively one type of BPDC ligands in the framework and, thus,
made it possible to obtain a suitable occupancy to enable the par-
tial determination of gold catalyst structure by SCXRD. This struc-
tural stabilization was confirmed on the study of the catalytic
performance of the gold-incorporated MOFs. IPrAu(III)SbF6-
IRMOF-10 catalyzed with moderate yield the cycloisomerization
of 1,5-enyne to the corresponding bicyclohexene, while IPrAu(III)
PF6-bio-MOF-100 showed a very efficient conversion of alkynyl
cycloheptatriene to the corresponding mixture of indene products.
The key role of the MOF on the supported catalyst stability was
confirmed with the retention of its structure and functionality
when it was tested in conditions where the homogenous catalyst
experienced decomposition, as well as on their nice reusability
and long-term strorage stability. Liu et al. [158] presented the syn-
thesis of two multicomponent Zr6-MOF constructed with different
ratio of 2-(imidazole-1-yl)terephthalate (Im-BDC) and N,N0-bis(3-
carboxyl-salicylidene)-1,2-cyclohexane-diamino cobalt(III) acetate
(salen-CoIII) and their sequential post-synthetic ionization, by
reacting the imidazole-functionalized MOF with bromoethane
[158]. Thus, the resulting bifunctional MOFs contained nucle-
ophilic imidazolium entities and salen-CoIII Lewis acidic sites,
which showed a noticeable activity and selectivity in the cycload-
dition reaction of carbon dioxide with a variety of long-chain and
aromatic-substituted epoxides. Indeed, this performance was
enhaced respect related MOFs with one type of functionality or
physical mixtures of them, and it was maintained after five reuses.
More importantly, this work also exemplifies the advantage that
MOFs present as heterogenous catalysts of organic reactions,
avoiding specific drawbacks of homogenous phase catalysts such
as a very difficult isolation of products and recovery and reuse of
the catalyst. Instead of using one metallosalen complex, Xia et al.
[281] reported the application of 2-fold interpenetrated mixed-
metals MOFs containing two and three distinct chiral metallosalen
catalyst –1CuM M = Mn, Fe, Co, Cr and V and 1CuMnM0 M0 = Cr and Co
(Fig. 44A)– as efficient and recyclable heterogeneous catalyst for a
wide variety of asymmetric tandem/sequential alkene epoxida-
tion/epoxide ring-opening reactions (Fig. 44B) [281]. Extensive cat-
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alytic studies in binary mixed-metals MOFs 1CuM revealed, M
(salen) (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Cr and V) moieties were the active sites
and the Cu(salen) ones had a crucial structural role for the forma-
tion of the 2-fold interpenetration, which, in turn, was the under-
lying reason behind the outstanding catalytic activity of ternary
MOFs 1CuMnM0. In fact, it enables distinct M(salen) moieties being
in close proximity to allow bimetallic cooperative activation,
which renders improved activity and enantioselectivity compared
with physical mixtures of the MOFs with individual M(salen) enti-
ties or binary MOFs. These results further remark the exciting pos-
sibilities the confinement effect in mixed-metals MOFs possess and
validate a novel way to prepare multifunctional heterogeneous
catalyst [281].

Alternatively, another strategy to incorporate mixed-M(salen)
linkers is based on SALE postsynthetic methods. Tan et al. [280]
reported the sequential incorporation of two distinct chiral M
(salen) linkers in an achiral and highly-robust UiO-68 type network
to led to the formation of UiO-68-Mn-Cr and UiO-68-Mn-V, which
combined two catalytic metal centres in a chiral MOF and offered
the possibility to promote sequential reactions. Indeed, UiO-68-
Mn-Cr showed an excellent performance on the epoxidation of
alkene 2,2-dimethyl-2H-chromene with 2-(tert-butylsulfonyl)
iodosylbenzene and subsequent ring-opening with different anili-
nes in chloroform at room temperature to produce the target
amino alcohol in high yields (80–85%) and enantiomeric excess
(80–99.5%). Also, it exhibited a nice recyclability (10 reuses) with-
out depletion of activity or enantioselectivity. Besides the rele-
vance from a catalytic viewpoint, we would like to remark the
relevance of this approach to obtain highly stable chiral MOFs,
which somehow have been underexplored due to the difficulties
of incorporate enantiopure ligands by direct synthesis, and tradi-
tionally, it has been focused on more inestable Zn4-based MOFs
[280].

Metalation of organic auxiliary ligands have been widely used
to develop mixed-metals MOFs with remarkabale catalytic aplica-
tions [137,161,242,243,246,250,251,254,255,332,333]. Feng et al.
[251] post-synthetically metalated a Zr-based MOF build up with
either 4,04,000,400 000-phosphanetriyltris-([1,10-biphenyl]-4-carboxylic
acid) (H3P1) or 2,20-bipyridine-5,50dicarboxylic acid (DCBPY) with
[Ir(COD)Cl]2 to render two mixed-metals MOFs, Zr-P1-Ir and Zr-
BPY-Ir, with stable low-coordinate Ir complexes. These hybrid
materials catalyze, in an efficient and selective manner, the
methane borylation –using bis(pinacolato)diboron (B2pin2)– to
yield the monoborylated product [251]. Despite the authors did
not attempted to use SCXRD for the characterization of the final
catalyst, they performed extensive EXAFS and XANES studies to



Fig. 44. A) Construction of the MTV-MOFs 1CuM and 1CuMM0
with different metallosalen linkers. B) Different asymmetric reactions catalyzed by the binary MOFs. Adapted from

ref. [281] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2017.

Fig. 45. A) Construction of PCN-160-R%M with trans-chelating ligands from PCN-160 via elimination and installation. B) Ethylene dimerization reaction catalyzed by PCN-
160-R%M, PCN-160 and other Ni containing materials. Adapted from ref. [333] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2018.
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elucidate the coordination environment and oxidation state of the
iridium complexes. The authors found that the phosphine-Ir MOF
showed the best results, outperforming previous reported methane
borylation catalyst, with a yield of 38% for CH3Bpin and a TON of
127 at 110 �C. Based on computational studies, they attributed this
outstanding catalytic activity to the lower activation energy barrier
for the oxidative addidition of methane to the homogeneously iso-
32
lated four-coordinated iridium catalyst, (P1)-IrIII(Bpin)3, in Zr-P1-Ir,
which led to the formation of a six-coordinate (P1)-IrV(Bpin)3(CH3)
(H) intermediate and precluded the formation of more sterically
crowded seven-coordinated IrV intermediates, as occured when
using other Ir catalyst based on chelating N- and P-ligands. Also,
it was denoted as important the stabilization role the MOF scaffold
played on the low-coordinated iridium catalyst, preventing its
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redistribution and agregation, and its structural constraint/rigidity,
avoiding the formation of sterically impeded overborylated
byproducts.

Yuan et al. [333] reported a more elaborated protocol to incor-
porate trans-coordinated metal centres in the Zr6-based MOF, PCN-
160, with accesible equatorial positions to substrates. These
mixed-metals MOFs were obtained by the sequential partial ligand
exchange of azobenzene-4,40-dicarboxylate (AZDC) by 4-carboxy
benzylidene-4-aminobenzoate (CBAB) to led to a mixed-linker
MOF, denoted as PCN-160-R% –R% stands for the percentatge of
CBAB ligand replaced in the sample– (Fig. 45A), the elimination
of CBAB and installation of isonicotinic acid and MCl2 (M = Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Pd), to form in-situ trans-pyridyl coordinated
octahedral complexes connecting Zr6-SBUs. Here, it is important
to note that direct synthetic protocols did not showed successful
for the obtention of such complex MOFs, but the development of
sophisticated PSMs enabled their synthesis. SCXRD studies were
attempted on Ni and Pd derivatives but, unfortunately, only partial
resolution of coordination environement of trans-coordinated
metal ions could be elucidated from it. Further spectroscopic char-
acterization (EXAFS and XANES) and TGA-MS were used to eluci-
dated the octahedral geometry of nickel and the square-planar of
palladium. From the different materials reported, the authors
showed PCN-160–47%Ni present better catalytic performance for
the ethylene dimerization reaction (Fig. 45B) than homogeneous
molecular catalyst and related MOFs with cis-chelated Ni centers.
This was attributed to the trans-coordination of the Ni ion, which
facilitates the substrate binding and accelerate the reaction.
Remarkably, PCN-160–47%Ni was reused three times, without
compromising the structural integrity of this material and with a
minimal depletion of its activity. Besides the interest from a cat-
alytic point-of-view, this manuscript represents a beautiful exam-
ple of the potential of MOFs to construct species, which otherwise
are hardly accessible. Mixed-metals and linkers MOFs represents
exciting platforms to improve the performance of copper photo-
sensitizers and molecular catalyst in relevant solar energy conver-
sions. In this context, Feng et al. [332] reported the stepwise post-
synthetic metalation of a mixed-linker UiO-type MOF, denoted as
mPT-MOF [161] –constituted of phenanthroline dibenzoate (PT)
and 200-nitro-[1,10:40,100:400,1000-quaterphenyl]-4,4000-dicarboxylate
(TPHN) ligands. For the hydrogen evolution reactions (HER), they
first metalated mPT-MOF with Cu(CH3CN)PF6, and coordinated
the copper ions with 1,2-bis(diphenyl-phosphino)ethane (DPPE),
and then, CoCl2 was incorporated to the remaining PT sites to led
to the formation of mPT-Cu/Co. Instead, for CO2 reduction reactions
(CO2RR), they performed sequential metalation with Re(CO)5Cl and
Cu(CH3CN)4PF6, followed by chelation with DPPE of copper sites, to
yield mPT-Cu/Re [332]. On one side, the visible-light driven HER
activity of mPT-Cu/Co –perfomed in acetonitrile with acetic acid
as proton source and 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-
benzo[d]imidazole (BIH) as sacrificial agent– showed an outstand-
ing TON of 18700, which outperforms most of better Cu-, Ir- and
Ru-photosensitizers, and was reused at least three runs without
an appreciable decrease in catalytic activity. On the other side,
the CO2RR under 350–700 nm irradiation with mPT-Cu/Re –in a
mixed solution of water and N,N-dimethylacetamide and BIH as
sacrificial agent– produced CO with a TON of 1328 and CO/H2

selectivity of 9:1, which outperforms in two orders of magnitude
the related homogeneous molecular control. In addition, the
authors performed photophysical and electrochemical studies to
gain understanding on the mechanism of HER and CO2RR, which
evidenced a reductive quenching pathway. This was initiated by
the electronic transfer from BIH to the photoexcited [Cu-PS]* to
generate [Cu-PS]–, which transfer electrons to Co/Re catalytic sites
for HER/CO2RR. This mechanism supported the improved perfor-
mance of the reported MOFs respect their homogenous counter-
33
parts on the basis of the close proximity between Cu-PSs and
molecular active catalyst, and their stabilization by the MOF net-
work. This stepwise synthetic approach was also successfully fol-
lowed by some of the same authors to perform bioinspired
synergistic catalysis within the pores of a sequentially post-
synthetically modified Al-based mesoporous MOF [255]. In partic-
ular, after this post-synthetic route, they were able to present,
within the same channel, strong Lewis acid sites as binding centers
and Ir-based photoredox catalytic active sites for the reductive
cross-coupling of aryl bromomethyl ketones or N-
hydroxyphthalimide esters with alkynyl or vinyl-azaarenes to
afford new azaarenes derivatives in a very efficient manner. Among
a wide plethora of different products, the authors showed this
highly complex MOF was able to synthesize drug molecules –
pheniramine and chlorpheniramine– in moderate yields. Remark-
ably, this material exhibited a high robustness, which allowed it
to be reused up to five times with no decrease in its catalytic per-
formance. Based on control and quenching experiments, the
authors also suggest a potential mechanism for the reaction, which
highlights the relevance of the pore confinement effect, and conse-
quently close proximity of both types of sites, in the efficient cat-
alytic performance.

Pi et al. [334] combined the metalation of SBUs and organic aux-
iliary ligands, in a sequential manner, to report a highly complex
mixed-metals MOF for visible-light photocatalytic hydrogen evolu-
tion. This is a very challenging reaction and a considerable amount
of work has been devoted. However, there is still the need to
develop low-cost, earth abundant materials with an appealing
number of light-harvesting and proton reduction entities in close
proximity for efficient hydrogen generation. In order to achieve
these milestones, the authors prepared a robust multicomponent
Zr6-MOF (Fig. 46A) –constructed with nitro-quaterphenyl dicar-
boxylate (TPHN) and p-phenantroline dibenzoate (PT) linkers– to
whom, in a first step, CuI ions were incorporated to the PT groups
and then coordinated by 1,2-diphenylphosphinoethane (DPPE),
and subsequently, in a second step, different FeX2 salts (X = AcO,
Cl, Br and BF4) were anchored to the m3-OH sites of the Zr6-SBUs.
This led to mixed-metals MOFs with cuprous photosensitizing
(Cu-Ps) ligands and catalytically active FeII sites supported on the
SBUs in pretty close proximity (ca. 1 nm). This, together with the
stabilization of low-coordinated iron ions by the SBUs, enabled to
obtain a highly active catalyst for photocatalytic H2 evolution
(Fig. 46B). Indeed, the authors studied the impact of changing the
iron metal ions by cobalt and niquel and observed nearly five
and nine times fewer turnover numbers (TONs), respectively. Also,
they presented the influence of the coordinated counteranion,
where the ones with a more labile character exhibited the hightest
performance. In particular, the tetrafluoraborate one, was the best
with TONs up to 33,700 at 48 h and turnover frequencies (TOFs) up
to 880 h�1 at 6 h with an apparent quantum yield of 7.9%. Such
outstanding behaviour was explained on the basis of the facility
to generate open coordination environments on Fe sites, which
facilitates the formation of key Fe-hydride intermediates in the
proton reduction event. Interestingly, the extensive and precise
characterization of this material allowed them to propose a photo-
catalytic cycle for the H2 evolution (Fig. 46C).

Mixed-component MOFs with distinct SBUs and linkers repre-
sent an excellent opportunity to perform catalytic reactions where
one of the components acts as the active catalytic center, while the
others play a structural role or somehow influence the catalytic
outcome. In this context, the family of multicomponent com-
pounds FDM-3–7 developed by Tu et al. [289] took advantage of
the trinuclear complex [Cu3

II(m-OH)(HPyC)3]2+, which can be
reduced in a reversible manner to [Cu3

I (HPyC)3] without altering
the connectivity of the framework (Fig. 47A), to efficiently catalyze
the oxidation of CO (Fig. 47B) and aromatic alcohols and the



Fig. 46. A) Sequential installation of CuI photosensitizers and FeII catalytic centers in Zr6-mPT to afford FeX@Zr6-Cu (X = Br–, Cl–, AcO–, and BF4–). B) Time-dependent
photocatalytic H2 evolution TONs of FeBr@Zr6-Cu compared to Zr6-Cu + FeBr2 and L-Cu + FeBr2. C) Proposed photocatalytic cycle for H2 evolution. Adapted from ref. [334]
with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020.

Fig. 47. A) Representation of multicomponent FDM-3–7 and interchangeability of
Cu valences in the frameworks of FDM-3–7. B) CO conversion as a function of
reaction temperature over activated FDM-3–7 compared to HKUST-1. Adapted from
ref. [289] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2017.
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decomposition of H2O2 [289]. In particular, FDM-3–7 could cat-
alyze the full conversion of CO to CO2 –ca. 210 �C for FDM-4 and
ca. 220 �C for FDM-3, �6 and �7– retaining their structures and
without the appereance of peaks attribuible to Cu2O or CuO, as
PXRD patterns supported, which confirmed the triangular CuI enti-
ties as the catalytic active sites. Indeed, from a comparative study
with HKUST-1 and a non-redox active CuII pyrazolatecarboxylate
MOF, the authors concluded that the high density of CuI sites and
their ability to change their oxidation state were behind the great
performance of the presented multicomponent MOFs. This was
further confirmed with the excellent activity of FDM-3, �4, �6
and �7 in the aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol with the aid of
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPO) and N-
methylimidazole (NMI) as cocatalysts, despite the MOFs loses their
crystallinities after their first use. Also, this interchangeability of
the copper oxidation states in FDM-3–7 resulted very useful to cat-
alyze the decomposition of H2O2. For example, each copper site in
FDM-4 was involved at least in 500 cycles of H2O2 conversion with-
out depletion of its activity. Although, in this case of study, the
multicomponents MOFs also lose their crystallinity after catalysis
–most likely due to H2O coordination to Zn-SBUs– the relevant
point of this manuscript resides on the proof-of-concept design
of multicomponent redox-active MOFs for catalytic applications,
which have set the basis for the future development of such MOFs
with more robust SBUs.
3.3. Luminescence (luminescent sensors)

Luminescence in MOFs have been traditionally tailored by
selecting particular emissive organic linkers, metal ions or SBUs,



Fig. 48. A) Synthesis of UiO-68-An/Ma and tuning the fluorescent PET in the MOF through reversible D–A reaction or thiol-ene reaction. B) Bright-field and
photoluminescence images (excited with mercury lamp) of fresh UiO-68-An/Ma, UiO-68-An/DA, UiO-68-An/Ma(R), and UiO-68-An/TE. C) Absolute PLQYs (±0.5%) of UiO-68-
An/Ma immersed into different amino acids (c = 10�3 mol L�1). Adapted from ref. [157] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2018.
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and/or by encapsulation of emissive guest molecules. Although
single-component MOFs have displayed a broad range of applica-
tions in sensing, photocatalysis and non-linear optics, as well as
more recently in solid-state lighting, data storage or biomedical
sensing [335–338]. Heterogeneity in mixed-components MOFs
offers novel opportunities, which could not be easily achieved
using traditional MOFs [90,91,154,157,190–193,265,339,340]. Yu
et al. [91] reported a Zn-based MTV-MOF, built up with 5,50-(pyri
dine-2,5-diyl)-diisophthalic acid and 2,5-bis(3,5-dicarboxyphe
nyl)-1-methylpyridinium hydroxide, where the nonlinear optical
nature of the latter ligand enabled the MOF to exhibit a significant
red-shift change in two-photon excited fluorescence, as conse-
quence of the photochemical reaction this ligand suffers under
femtosecond laser [91]. More interestingly, from applications
viewpoint, the two-phonon effects with the laser at 710 nm led
to a 3D pattern (write) with high spatial resolution
(1 � 1 � 5 mm3), which could be imaged (read) with a laser at
35
900 nm using multiphoton fluorescence microscopy. This repre-
sents novel opportunities for MOFs in emerging fields such as data
storage media or sensor arrays. Luminescence applications have
been also investigated by Gui et al., [157] who took advantage in
a UiO-68 type mixed-linker MOF of their heterogenous nature to
investigate the photoinduced electron transfer (PET) in solids sup-
ports [157]. In particular, they constructed a Zr6-based MOF with
carboxylate-based ligands containing either anthracene (An, fluo-
rophore) moieties or maleimide (Ma, acceptor) groups in a 1:1
ratio (UiO-68-An/Ma) (Fig. 48A), where the close arrangement
between both separately inmobilized entities favor a pseudo-
intramolecular fluorescent PET, leading to a very low absolute pho-
toluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of 1.1%. Remarkably, they
observed the PET could be controlled by tuning the electron-
accepting features of maleimide groups by means of Diels-Alder
(D-A) and thiol-ene reaction, leading to PLQY of 22 and 28.1%,
respectively (Fig. 48B). In addition, the fluorescence-triggered by



Fig. 49. A) Schematic representation of the structure of MUF-77 showing the relative arrangement of the ligands. B) Preparation of the 16 luminescent MUF-77 nanocrystals
and luminescent properties. Adapted from ref. [154] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2018.
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D-A reaction in UiO-68-An/Ma could be reversibly thermally-
modulated –up to three switching cycles– which makes it an effi-
cient solid-state fluorescent molecular switch. Remarkably, the
thiol-ene fluorescent-triggered reaction could be used to convert
UiO-68-An/Ma (Fig. 48A) in a solid-state fluorescent turn-on sensor
for important molecules in living organisms such as biothiols –cys-
teine, homocysteine and glutathione– at very low concentrations
(50 mmol L-1) (Fig. 48C). Overall, this work represents a general
and efficient approach to design fluorescent PET switches/sensors
in the solid state, and nicely evidences the potential of mixed-
linkers MOFs in luminescent properties.

The multicomponent approach has been also applied by Corne-
lio et al. [154] in MUF-77 derivatives (Fig. 49A), where they pre-
sented that through the functionalization of the organic linkers it
was possible to tune the color-light emission in a family of sixteen
isoreticular multicomponent MOFs, which represented an alterna-
tive method respect commonly used approaches based on the
encapsulation of emissive guests or the use of different lumines-
cent metal ions [154]. In particular, white-light emission with tun-
able correlated color temperature (CCT) from UV input was
achieved by combining blue (NH2-BDC, kem = 427 nm) and yellow
(guanidine functional group attached to BPDC, kem = 570 nm) flu-
orophores in four different MUF-77 derivatives, where the third
ligand was a truxene-type linker (with a characteristic very weak
blue emission) with different alkyl (methyl, butyl, hexyl and octyl)
substituents. From them, the one with hexyl functionalization on
truxene linker exhibited Commission Internationale de l0Éclairage
(CIE) coordinates of (0.3218, 0.3590) and CCT of 5935 K, which
was close to that of pure white light (0.33, 0.33). Also, the authors
reported experiments demonstrating that the emission features of
these multicomponent MOFs could be tunned by interligand
energy transfer and guest binding (Fig. 49B). Finally, the authors
presented the viability of white-emitting MUF-77 devices, by coat-
ing it with an UV LED.

A similar study, using MTV-MOFs, was reported by Newsome
et al. [90] The authors prepared a family of Zr6-based MTV-MOFs
–the major component being
36
tetramethylquaterphenyldicarboxylate (NF) linkers and the three
types of fluorescent linkers (Fig. 50A), based on quaterphenyl links
functionalised with 1,2-diarylphenanthro[9,10-d]imidazole fluo-
rophores– where the unsubstituted phenol emits in the blue (B),
the phenyl subtituted shifts its emission to green (G) and the naph-
tol moiety emitting in the red (R) (Fig. 50B) [90]. The work reports
the incorporation from one up to three distinct fluorophores, lead-
ing to MTV-MOFs that emit multicolor and white-light –depending
on the relative content of each fluorophore– with high quantum
yields, and allows to transfer the concept of substitutional solid
solutions (SSS) of solid-state chemistry to MOFs chemistry. For
example, the three-fluorophore MTV-MOF Zr6O4(OH)4[(R0.4G0.2-
B0.4)0.01NF0.99]6 exhibited the combined broadband emission from
all three fluorophores with CIE (0.31, 0.33) pretty close to the pure
white-light and a CCT of 6480 K, which was nearly identical to that
of natural daylight (6500 K). Also, this material presented a
remarkable good color-rendering index (CRI) of 95, being 100 the
score for an identical standardized daylight, typical fluorescent
bulbs being around 50 and white LEDs commonly scoring > 80.
In addition to such nice physical features, the authors reported a
very long-shelf life (at least up to 10 months), low inner filtering,
economically-viability –due to not use expensive lanthanoids–
and high hydrolytic stability at ambient conditions, which situate
these materials in an excepcional position to think on their appli-
cation in photonic devices and high-definition displays [90]. Later,
some of the same authors, investigated the J-dimer emission in a
family of double interwoven Zr6-based MTV MOFs, built up with
different ratios of bis(phenylethynyl)anthracene (An, J-dimer lin-
ker) and bis(phenylethynyl)xylene (Xy, structural ligand) ligands
[341]. The characteristic feature of J-dimer emission is the fluores-
cence shift, with respect the monomer, as consequence of changes
in the electronic structure of the emitting ligand due to p-p stack-
ing. The authors reported fluorescence shifts from green to red
with lifetimes up to 13 ns and good quantum yields (76%), which
correlates directly to the equilibrium link-link interactions occur-
ring at crystallization. Solid-state fluorescence studies (kex = 415-
nm) evidenced a J-dimer emission band, which shifted with



Fig. 50. A) Schematic representation of the organic-based substitutional solid
solution formation of MTV-MOFs showing the organic links used in this study. B)
Overlay of toluene-solvated fluorophore esters (dashed lines) and single fluo-
rophore MOFs. Adapted from ref. [90] with permission from the American Chemical
Society, Copyright 2019.
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concentration from 532 to 609 (1–100% An), and contrasted with
the monomer emission peak of An (k = 515 nm). Through an exten-
sive spectroscopic study, they also observed the lifetime and emis-
sion quantum yield varied depending on the fluorophore
concentration. From it, they were able to obtain the equilibrium
constant of dimerization, KD, which was found to be three orders
of magnitude larger than other well-known fluorescent dyes in
solution, and the authors attributed this to the special mechani-
cally interlocked structure of such complex MTV-MOF.

Following the same multivariate approach, Lustig et al. [342]
presented the optimization of the previously reported LMOF-231
(LMOF stands for luminescent metal–organic framework) –con-
structed with rod-based Zn-carboxylate chains linked with the
tetraanion of 1,1,2,2-tetrakis(4-(4-carboxyphenyl)phenyl)ethene
(H4TCBPE)– with an impressive quantum yield (QY) of 76%, based
on intensive photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopic studies and
guided by DFT calculations. The synthetic strategy relies on the
construction of the MTV-MOF LMOF-305 –isoreticular to LMOF-
231, and built up with TCBPE and the tetraanion of 1,1,2,2-tetra
kis(4-(3-fluoro-4-carboxy-phenyl)phenyl)ethane (H4TCBPE-F)
[342]. They showed this heterogenous MTV-MOF set a new record
in rare-earth element free yellow-emiting LMOF based phosphor-
37
converted white LED (PC-WLED) with an internal QY of 88%
(kem = 550 nm) upon excitation with 455 nm blue light. The
authors investigated, through polarized and temperature depen-
dent PL studies, the emission mechanism and found that the
underlying reason for the improved behaviour was the narrowing
of the material’s band gap as consequence of the mixed-linker
approach pursued. Indeed, the study of the influence of the
TCBPE-F content demonstrated that the QY increases with the
amount of fluorinated ligand. They also found that the emissive
properties would come from both the interligand emission, as con-
sequence of the interactions, between distinct neighboring ligands,
and the intraligand emission from the two types of ligands consti-
tuting the MTV-MOF. Besides the performance of LMOF-305 is still
not comparable to the commercial phosphor YAG:Ce (QY = 96%), its
lower cost, due to the lack of expensive rare-earth elements, and
their environmentally benign nature, in contrast to hazardous min-
ing operations associated with lanthanoids extraction, make this
material a very appealing system to enable the global adoption
of WLED, which eventually will result in important energy savings
and consequently a more sustainable development.

Zeng et al. [343] reported a dual-emissive MOF, where H2N-
BPDC2- and BPyDC2- were integrated into MOF-253 in one-pot syn-
thesis and, afterwards, postsynthetic methods allowed the incor-
poration of Eu(III) cations to afford 5–5-Eu/BPyDC@MOF-253-
NH2 (Fig. 51A) [343]. As the blue emission derived from the BPDC2-

ligand is sensitive to hypochlorite (Fig. 51B), while the red emis-
sion derived from Eu(III) cations remains invariable, 5–5-Eu/
BPyDC@MOF-253-NH2 was proposed as ‘‘on–off” sensor of
hypochlorite (Fig. 51C) with low detection limit (0.094 mM), fast
response (within 15 s), relative high specificity and wide linear
range (0.1–30 mM). The suppressed blue emission was recovered
after the consumption of ClO- via the redox reaction with ascorbic
acid.

3.4. Conductivity

Electronic- or ion-conducting MOFs are potential candidates to
substitute membranes, electrolyte or the electrode of fuel cells, Li-
and Na-ion batteries. In this context, for example, MOFs have
become a promising approach for improving fuel cells by replacing
the amorphous polymers, where it is not possible to establish
structure–property relationships due to their lack of long-range
order [212,344–346]. Despite mixed-components MOFs have been
scarcely used for this application, several relevant examples have
been reported.

In proton conduction, perfluorosulfonic acid polymers (e.g.
Nafion) are the benchmark materials as consequence of their great
performances. However, their large-scale applicability is somehow
hampered by some of their weakness –e. g. high costs, complex
synthesis, low performance at temperatures above 353 K and poor
dimensional stability. Thus, it would be highly desirable to find a
material able to maintain/improve performances of Nafion, while
circumventing their drawbacks. In this context, pending sulphonic
moieties (-SO3H) [347] in mixed-components MOFs have revealed
as very promising proton conductors materials, even some of them
surpassing Nafion [348–350]. Nandi et al. [351] reported a family of
multicomponent Ti8-MOFs isoreticular to MIP-207 [115], consti-
tuted with BTC and 5-SO3H-isophthalate (SO3H-IPA) –MIP-207-
(SO3H-IPA)x-(BTC)1-x, where � = 0–0.66–, as super-protic conduc-
tors. They found the proton conductor behaviour rise from
8.9 � 10-5 to 2.6 � 10-2 S cm�1 at 363 K –95% relative humidity
(RH)– with increasing amount of sulfonic groups until � = 0.28,
while retaining the structural integrity under operating conditions.
These reported values situate this multicomponent MOF among
the best performing proton-conducting MOFs [347–350], which
is particularly relevant considering that other materials possess



Fig. 51. A) Schematic representation and structure of MTV Eu/BPyDC@MOF-253-NH2. B) ClO– dose-dependent fluorescent spectra of 5–5-Eu/BPyDC@MOF-253-NH2

suspensions. C) Proposed mechanism of the fluorescent ‘‘switch”. Adapted from ref. [343] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.

Fig. 52. A) Structure of the MOF and illustration of N–H���O hydrogen bonding between the stacked 2D layers. B) Arrhenius plots for all of the composite membranes in the
temperature range of 50–80 �C at 98% RH. Adapted from ref. [353] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020.
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higher content of SO3H groups. The authors found that the activa-
tion energy (DE) was equal to the pristine MIP-207 (0.25 eV),
which evidenced the Grotthus-like proton transfer mechanism
nature [352], and further supported both that the enhancement
of conductivity was due to the increase amount of the strongest
proton donor –SO3H groups– and the H-bonded network remains
unchanged respect MIP-207. From variable-RH impedance mea-
surements it was evidenced that water molecules strongly partic-
ipate in the proton transfer pathway within the MOF,
interconnecting SO3H donors and acceptors, and securing a contin-
uous H-bonded network. Indeed, theoretical simulations sup-
38
ported the proposed proton transfer mechanism, which
evidenced the fast release of the acidic protons of sulfonic moieties
to water molecules and the subsequent presence of a percolated H-
bonded network within multicomponent MOF.

Moi et al. [353] prepared a mixed-component MOF –built up
with 1,5-naphthalenedisulfonic acid (NDS) and 1,2,4-triazol-4-
amine (T4A), that connect copper(II) ions leading to 1D chains,
which are connected together by sulfonates to form a 2D layer
and, further joined through N–H. . .O hydrogen bonding between
amine and sulfonate groups to yield a 3D hydrogen-bonding
framework (Fig. 52A). This MOF exhibits a remarkable proton con-
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ductivity (0.53 � 10-3 S cm�1) at 353 K and 98% of relative humid-
ity (RH). Indeed, from proton conductivities studies, the authors
found that the conduction was based in a Grotthuss mechanism,
where the inherent hydrogen-bonded framework was the main
reason of its nice proton conduction, together with the adsorbed
water molecules, which may have a role on assisting the
hydrogen-bonded networks across the proton transfer pathways.
Aiming at the potential application in proton exchange membrane
fuel cells (PEMFCs), the authors also reported the structuration of
this MOF in mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs), whose composi-
tion was a mixture of the organic polymers poly(vinylidene fluo-
ride) (PVDF) and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) and different
amounts of this MOF (0, 20, 40 and 60%, MMM-1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively) as filler. They found that the proton conductivity of
the MMM increased with the percentage of MOF present, reaching
a proton conductivity of 0.80 � 10�3 S cm�1 at 353 K and 98% RH
(Fig. 52B). Indeed, the MMM-4 exhibited even higher proton con-
ductivity than the pristine MOF. This was explained with the intri-
sic features of the membrane, where grain boundaries are filled
with the organic polymers, making easier the proton transfer.
Remarkably, the performance of such composite was reported to
be maintained even after 5 days [353]. Overall, this is a nice exam-
ple of how the combination of different types of ligands (proton–
donor and –aceptor) can lead to enhanced proton conductivity.

Sulfonic groups were also incorporated in MOFs using PSMs,
specially in UiO-derivatives as consequence of their great struc-
tural robustness and versatility, leading to MTV-MOFs with notice-
able proton conducting properties [348–350]. Mukhopadhyay et al.
presented the modification of preformed UiO-66-NH2 with two
sultones with different size of the alkyl chain length holding the
SO3H moities and studied the influence of this subtle change on
the conductivity properties of the resulting post-synthetic modi-
fied materials [349]. From thorough characterization of both mate-
rials, it was found that only one half of amino groups were
modified and that the structural stability and crystallinity was
not compromised after PSMs –these MTV-MOFs retain their crys-
tallinity after 1 year in open air and after 7 days in hot water. Also,
after PSM both materials exhibited higher water adsorption –10-
fold increase–, which clearly indicates their enhanced hydrophylic
nature. Noteworthy, the authors observed a significant difference
in proton conductivity between both post-synthetic modified
MOFs, being the one with the shortest alkyl chain the most perfor-
mant. It exhibited conductivities of 5.83 � 10-2 and 1.64 � 10-1 S
Fig. 53. A) Schematic representation of the synthesis/structure of the MOF containing
hopping. B) Diffusion coefficient of electron transfer derived from Anson plots as a functio
ref. [354] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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cm�1 at 11.5 and 80 �C, respectively, and 95% of RH, which are
comparable to Nafion. This performance was retained in the
long-term (48 h) and at least up to five heating and cooling cycles,
evidencing their stability and reusability. To further understand
the underlying reason behind this difference in performance, they
carried out different conductivity experiments in different RH and
theoretical calculations. They confirmed the key-role of water in
the proton conduction, and comparing with related materials with
higher content of sulfonic groups, it could be interfered that, more
importantly than the number, is the availability of labile protons.
Indeed, the exhibited conductivity could be rationaliced on the
basis of pKa values, where lower ones imply greater lability of sul-
fonic protons, and thus higher proton conductivity. Even other fac-
tors could not be excluded, the extensive characterization and the
theoretical calculations supported this is the most important fac-
tor. This also allowed to explain the extremely low activation
energy of the shortest alkyl chain modified MOF (0.107 eV). This
study nicely evidenced the game-changing role mixed-
component MOFs could make in this area of research, on the basis
of their tailored nature, which enabled to understand key factors
and improve performance of targeted materials in a rational
manner.

Dealing with MTV-MOFs, Mohammad-Pour et al. [354] reported
a Zr6-based thin film grown onto fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)
with a controlled amount of redox active mediators (RAMs)
(Fig. 53A), based on x-alkyl-ferrocene groups, which allowed to
tune the redox conductivity of the resulting material [354]. Indeed,
they found the electron hoping between redox active moieties
changes with its concentration, with the maximum electron con-
ductivity being for the MOF with only the ferrocene-
functionalised linker (1.10 mS m�1) (Fig. 53B). Also, from electro-
analytical studies, they observed that the conductivity is diffusion
controlled and dependent on the content of ferrocene RAMs –in
line with percolation theory– and, as these groups were covalently
attached to the MTV-MOF network, this intrinsically imply the
conductivity comes only from the electron exchange between pen-
dant RAMs. Noteworthy, the reported MTV-MOF thin films were
very stable, not showing any significative change on their electro-
chemical features over 1000 cyclic voltammetry cycles. Overall,
these features situate this material in an advantage position not
only from fundamental understanding of electron charge transport
in MOFs, but also for MOF-based devices, where it is mandatory the
integration of MOFs as thin-films.
varied amounts of redox active links that enable fast redox conductivity via redox
n of Fc content (orange symbols), compared to modeled De (blue line). Adapted from



Fig. 54. A) MIL-101(Fe)-(C4H4)x(NH2)1-x (0 < x < 1) MTV-MOFs with continuous energy states from which guest release kinetics can be dialed-in over a wide range. B)
Experimental (scatter dots) and fitted (curved lines) release kinetics of organic molecules from MTV MIL-101(Fe)-(C4H4)x(NH2)1-x samples as well as their initial release rates
(dashed lines). Adapted from ref. [100] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2017.
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3.5. Biological applications

Although MOFs have been proposed as drug-delivery systems,
contrast agents or in phototermal therapy [355–363], the number
of MTV-MOFs is still very limited [89,100,216,226,253,364]. How-
ever, their intrinsic heterogenity and complexity situates them in
an advantage position, respect others materials, making possible
to present some unique features by tailoring host–guest interac-
tions. An elegant example was reported by Dong et al., [100] where
they reported a family of mixed-linkers MIL-101(Fe) with a mix-
ture of two and three functional groups (-H, –NH2, -C4H4), afford-
ing MIL-101(Fe)-(NH2)x, MIL-101(Fe)-(C4H4)x and MIL-101(Fe)-
(C4H4)x(NH2)1-x (0 < x < 1) (Fig. 54A), which enable to dialing-in
the host–guest interactions with biological interesting molecules
–ibuprofen (Ibu), rhodamine B (RhB) and doxorubicin(DOX)– and,
even more interestingly, programm their release rate –mainly dri-
ven by diffusion [100]. For example, they observed that, in MIL-101
(Fe)-(NH2)x, the release of RhB/DOX (Ibu) was slower (faster) with
the increased amount of BDC linkers, meanwhile in MIL-101(Fe)-
(C4H4)x it was observed the opposite trend (Fig. 54B). They found
that stronger interactions between the functionalities of the MOF
and guest molecules led to slower releases, while weaker ones will
accelerate the process. This was also observed in MIL-101(Fe)-
(C4H4)x(NH2)1-x system, where it was possible to tune their release
rate up to 32-fold –e. g. the maximum release amount was shifted
by 12 days for DOX. Interestingly, the authors applied a Weibull
distribution function to quantify such interaction, which allowed
to succesfully fit the release profile of studied drugs, and eventu-
ally predict the release of the guest molecules –opening the way
for programmed linker ratio-based release kinetics. It is notewor-
thy that this special feature can be only achieved with such com-
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plex materials. In fact, physical mixtures of different single-
component MOFs were not able to get the same results. The
authors also investigated the co-release of two sets of probe mole-
cules (RhB/Ibu and DOX/Ibu) in MIL-101(Fe)-(C4H4)x(NH2)1-x,
founding a consistent trend with what was observed for single-
loaded experiments, which enabled them to set-up a controlled
release strategy based on the dominant interaction between each
guest molecule and the present functionalities in the precisely tai-
lored mixed-component MOF.

Wang et al., [253] taking advantage of a molecular vise strategy
previously mentioned (Figs. 24 and 55A), reported an imaginative
approach for the detection of biomarkers using MTV PCN-521
MOFs. They exploited the stronger coordinating character of bio-
logically relevant molecules –cysteine, homocysteine and glu-
tathione– to remove the metal ions residing in the vise metal-
binding sites. In particular, they developed a test paper with the
multicomponent metalated MOF that, in contact with the biomark-
ers, showed fluorescence, whose intensisty was directly related to
the concentration of the corresponding biomarker (Fig. 55). Note-
worthy, this system exhibited a very low detection limit –22.5
and 46.4 nM for L-cysteine and glutathione– and it was not inter-
fered with the presence of urine –making it suitable for quick and
direct test in physical examinations– and it could be recycled up to
four times without depletion of its activity, which makes this test
paper a suitable portable material for applications in real-world
applications in areas where there is a lack of adequate medical
instruments.

Mesoporous MOFs have been used as hosts to encapsulate
active biomacromolecule species –proteins (enzyme) and DNA
[355]. The heterogeneous nature of mixed-SBUs MOFs have been
used to build up mesoporous cages in highly robust MOFs with a



Fig. 55. A) Association/dissociation of metals in MV-PCN-521-FA. Fluorescence quenching and recovery displayed in test papers composed of nano-MV-PCN-521-FA N
spectra (B) and Cu spectra (C) in XPS analysis of nano-MV-PCN-521-FA, quenched by Cu2+ and recovered by cysteine. N spectra (D) and Cu spectra (E) in XPS analysis of nano-
MV-PCN-521-IA, quenched by Cu2+ and recovered by cysteine. Fluorescence intensity decrease in MV-PCN-521-FA (F) and MV-PCN-521-R (G) versus the concentration of Mn+

and Cu2+, respectively. Adapted from ref. [253] with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2018.
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large number of vertices and low connectivity. Among them, MOF-
818 –featuring the smaller pores– showed both a remarkable
water stability in a wide range of pH and still a considerable
window-cage size to host relevant biomolecules, such as vitamin
B12 and insulin with a size of 2.7 and 3.4 nm, respectively. In par-
ticular, MOF-818 was able to incorporate up to 4.4 and 2.8 nmol/
mg of vitamin B12 and insulin, respectively. An emergent area of
research in biological applications is the finding of antibacterial
materials that could circumvent the severe problems in clinical
therapy of antibiotic resistance strains. In particular, multidrug-
resistant (MDR) pathogens are of particular concern, as conven-
tional antibiotics agents are not capable to control efficiently the
infection. MOFs community have started to explore solutions to
this acuting problem. Mainly two different approaches have been
followed with MOFs, either the pH-triggered controlled decompo-
sition –releasing the constituting bactericidal cations– or the
encapsulation of antimicrobial agents. Nevertheless, novel
approaches are needed, and, at this respect, the special features
of mixed-components MOFs offer unique opportunitites. Chen
et al [226]. reported the use of a photosensitive mixed-metal ion
MOF for photodynamic therapy (PDT) of wounds infected with
MDR pathogens. The authors optimised the synthetic route of
Zr6-based PCN-224 MOF to obtain it in the form of uniform
nanoparticles (NPs) and, in a second step, they post-synthetically
partially substituted the zirconium metal ions at the SBUs with
titanium ones, to yield PCN-224(Zr/Ti). They observed that the con-
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stituting ligand (TCPP) behave as an effective photosensitive (PS)
entity in the network, and that the Ti ions boost the generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which enabled this heteroge-
neous MOF to perform in-vivo PDT under visible light, in contrast
to what was observed for pristine PCN-224, where the light
response was not so efficient in the visible region. Indeed, they
found a nice efficiency for PCN-224(Zr/Ti) in the elimination of
both normal and MDR Gram-positive (S. aureus and S. epider-
midis)/negative (E. coli and A. baumannii) bacterias. In a first step,
they applied the plate counting approach, culturing the distinct
bacterias on agar plates. After 10 min of visible light irradiation,
they found a severe reduction for each pathogen, being the most
eliminated both normal and MDR A. baumannii. After 24 h, optical
density measurements at 600 nm evidenced this material effi-
ciently inhibited the proliferation of all bacteria –control experi-
ments with TCPP and PCN-224 showed their lower efficiency
respect PCN-224(Zr/Ti), which supported the key role of Ti ions
for the enhanced photocatalytic performance on ROS generation.
In addition, the authors performed and extensive study on the bio-
compatibility of PCN-224(Zr/Ti), by its intravenous injection on
rats. They reported no obvious infection or inflammation of the
major organs after 14 days. Also, apart from other experiments
such as testing the retention of vitality of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells, they monitored the white and red blood cells
and platelets and did not observed any abnormal value, which
clearly supported the biocompatibility of PCN-224(Zr/Ti) NPs. In



Fig. 56. A) Synthesis of UiO-66 as a MTV-MOF with multiple mixed linkers (top) or using multivariate modulation, to install multiple different modulators as defects within
one MOF (bottom). B) Comparison of IC50 values, normalised to alendronate (AL), for various formulations against HEK293 and MCF-7 cells. Adapted from ref. [364] with
permission from John Wiley & Sons, Copyright 2020.
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a second part of the work, they structured this material on poly
(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), PCN-224(Zr/Ti)@PLGA, via electro-
spinning to obtain a dressing for the healing on rats of wounds
infected by MDR pathogens. They reported these composite nano-
fibers significantly reduced the size of wound infected after seven
days healing, and practically recovered after seven days more,
which contrasted with the slower healing of control materials –
PLGA and plain gauze. Also, they observed a lower level of inflam-
matory cytokines –critical parameter to estimate inflammatory
diseases– on wounds treated with PCN-224(Zr/Ti)@PLGA respect
controls. Finally, they showed this composite was also able to
speed up the regeneration of the epithelial layer.

In an alternative manner, Abánades-Lázaro et al. [364] proposed
a novel approach for the incorporation of up to three distinct anti-
cancer drugs –a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (a-CHHC), alen-
dronate (AL) and dichloroacetate (DCA)– taking advantage of the
defect sites at UiO-66, which will represent a significant advance
in the use of MOFs in multimodal chemotherapeutic treatments
[364]. The key point of this strategy resides on the use of drugs
with carboxylate or phosphonate binding groups as modulators
(Fig. 56A). Despite we have not considered the modulators in this
review as mixed-component MOFs, with this example we have
made an exemption, as they are the active components of the tar-
geted application. As expected, the role of pKa was dominant and
determining the affinity of each modulator, and in the material
a-CHHC/AL/DCA@UiO-66 their weight percentage was 2, 21.6
and 3.2%, respectively. Despite the high content of modulators,
thanks to the great resilience and tolerance of Zr6-MOFs to defects,
the resulting material exhibited a good porosity, which allowed to
postsyntethially incorporate a fourth anticancer drug –5-
fluorouracil (5-FU). To prove the viability of these materials on can-
cer treatment, they were tested for anticancer selectivity against
HEK293 kidney cells and MCF-7 by the MTS assay (Fig. 56B). They
found that the materials with double drugs combinations, 5-FU/
DCA@UiO-66 and a-CHHC/DCA@UiO-66, showed highly anticancer
therapeutic activity and biocompatibility to HEK293 kidney cells,
even at high doses. Despite the activity of AL@MOFs was reduced
respect the free drug, triple and quadruple drug formulations
showed increased selective cytotoxicity towards MCF-7 cells than
free drugs, which evidenced the potential of mixed-component
MOFs in the clinical anticancer treatment with a combination of
drugs.
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3.6. Environmental application: water remediation

Water pollution is one of the main environmental issues our
society faces [365]. The continuous growth of world polutation
together with the compelling consumerism of advances societies
even make this problem more worrying for the sustainable devel-
opment of future generations [366]. Common contaminants can be
broadly divided into inorganic substances, heavy and radioactive
metal ions, inorganic acids and oxyanions/cations; and organic pol-
lutants which includes organic dyes, pharmaceutical and personal
care products, herbicides and pesticides and industrial com-
pounds/byproducts. Sources of contamination are scattered and
diverse, but the vast majority can be connected to human activities
such as agricultural and industrial practices [365]. Current tech-
nologies applied in decontamination protocols have not shown
efficient for the removal of all contaminants to limits recom-
mended by the World Health Organization (WHO), feature multi-
step sequences –which shown the risk of generation of secondary
pollutants– and suffer from high-operating costs –which avoid to
implement them worldwide, as it would be required, to face effi-
ciently this global problem. Within this context, MOFs have
strongly burst into water remediation as very promising materials
seleccion [30,31,31–33]. Initially, they were scarcely applied in the
field, mainly due to water-stability issues of first MOFs genera-
tions, a stigma it has take quite a lot of work and efforts to be
redempted [367]. More recently, this problem has been overcome
and a great amount of studies, based on adsorption and/or
advanced oxidation processes (photocatalytic degradation), which
evidenced their potential to be incorporated in decontamination
protocols that would outperform existing technologies, have been
reported [30,31,31–33]. Nevertheless, a great amount of work
remains to be done within water remediation field, where the
intrinsic heterogeneity and complexity of mixed-component MOFs
makes them appealing candidates to outperform existing tech-
nologies and find solutions to the worrying contamination of aqua-
tic ecosystems [293].

The intrinsic heterogeneous nature of multicomponent MOFs
has been also exploited for environmental aplications. Yuan et al.
showed the nice performance of PCN-134 (Fig. 12) in the capture
and photocatalytic reduction of dichromate (Fig. 57) [162]. In this
study, the authors took advantage of the tolerance of multicompo-
nent PCN-134 to missing auxiliary-linkers, and the generated –OH2



Fig. 57. (a) Cr2O7
2– adsorption capacities and (b) photocatalytic activities for the reduction of Cr2O7

2– under visible light irradiation of PCN-134 system with different TCPP
molar ratios. Reproduced from ref. [162] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2016.

Fig. 58. A) The photoreduction of Cr2O7
2� over Im-UiO-66, H2TCPP � Im-UiO-66, and H2TCPP�(I-)Meim-UiO-66B) Photoreduction rate of Cr2O7

2� over Im-UiO-66, H2-
TCPP� Im-UiO-66, and H2TCPP�(I-)Meim-UiO-66, the inset picture shows the photoreduction kinetics of corresponding catalysts. C) Reusability of H2TCPP�(I-)Meim-UiO-66
for the photoreduction of Cr2O7

2� under visible light. Adapted from ref. [159] with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2019.
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and –OH groups at the Zr6-SBUs were used as anchoring points of
Cr2O7

2- species. The best performing material was PCN-134–22%
TCPP, which was able to reduce the concentration of dichromate
by 85 and 95% after 2 and 10 min, respectively. This material
exhibited a balance between porosity and stability, which contrast
with materials with lower contents of TCPP linker that exhibited a
considerably lower Cr2O7

2- adsorption. Noticeably, the adsorption
capacity of PCN-134–22%TCPP was maintained even when com-
peting anions –F-, Cl-, Br-, NO3

– and SO4
2-– in double excess were

used. In this work, they also investigate the photoreduction of
chromium(VI) to chromium(III) of the adsorbed Cr2O7

2- entities.
They found PCN-134–22%TCPP showed the best photocatalytic
activity, being comparable to TiO2 and surpassing other photoac-
tive MOFs such as MIL-125-NH2 and MOF-525. This was attributed
to the positive effect of missing linkers and the presence of photo-
sensible TCPP linkers close to the anchored Cr2O7

2- entities at the
Zr6 SBUs, which facilitates the electron transfer from TCPP to the
substrates with the concominant reduction from Cr(VI) to Cr(III).
Indeed, based on the extensive characterization of this process,
the authors could propose a plausible mechanism for the photore-
duction process. The TCPP linkers were excited and inject electrons
into Zr6-SBUs, leading to TCPP+, and then, anchored dichromates
were reduced into Cr(III) and the TCPP+ reduced back to TCPP by
ethanol.

Wang et al. [159] reported a multicomponent system con-
structed with TCPP and 2-(imidazol-1-yl)terephthalate (Im-BDC)
that was in a post-synthetic step methylated with CH3I to render
H2TCPP�(I-)MeIm-UiO-66, which showed a very nice efficiency
for the photoreduction of Cr2O7

2- under visible light [159]. The effi-
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ciency of this material relied on the combination of the photosen-
sitive nature of TCPP –enlarging the absorption range from 425 to
750 nm, respect the single-component Im-UiO-66– together with
the ability of cationic methylimidazol and Zr6-SBUs to incorporate
dichromate moieties within MOF channels –by ion-exchange of I-

anions or electrostatic interactions with protonated pyrrole and
anchored to defects of SBUs, respectively. Indeed, the authors
attributed the better performance of H2TCPP�(I-)MeIm-UiO-66,
respect other reported and related MOFs, for the photoreduction
of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) to the improved adsorption of Cr2O7

2- (Fig. 58A,
B). This material exhibited a total conversion to Cr(III) after
30 min, as it was corroborated by X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) data, and nearly eight times higher phototoactivity
than pristine Im-UiO-66 [159]. Besides, reusability experiments
showed the nice structural robustness of this system (Fig. 58C),
while retaining its performance. In order to gain insight on the
photocatalytic mechanism of this multicomponent MOF, the
authors conducted an extensive steady-state photoluminescence,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and transient photocur-
rent measurements study, combined with solid UV–Vis spec-
troscopy, electron spin resonance, XPS and theoretical
calculations. From it, they proposed a photoreduction mechanism,
which was based in a first step by the adsorption of Cr2O7

2- entities
through the protonated porphyrin, Zr6-SBUs defects and imida-
zolium functionalities. Then, under visible light irradiation the
excited electrons on TCPP linkers can be easily transfered directly
to the adsorbed Cr2O7

2- anions or in an indirect manner through
the Zr6-SBUs or the methylated imidazole decorating the channels,



Fig. 59. A) Schematic representation of MTV-UiO-66 and ligands used for in the corresponding mixed ligand synthesis. B) Scheme of DMNP assay conditions. Bottom: Rate of
catalytic degradation of DMNP by all MTV-UiO-66 MOFs. Adapted from ref. [104] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2019.

Fig. 60. A) Crystal structure of the MTV–MOF {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-methox]1.43�1.46(S,S)-serimox]1.57�1.54(OH)2(H2O)}�30H2O (2) emphasising the L-serine (–CH2OH) and L-methionine

(–CH2CH2SCH3) residues. B) Maximum recovery (after 6 h) of both inorganic and organic contaminants by MTV-MOF 2. C) Single pore of the host–guest adsorbate showing HgCl2
and methylene blue (MB) guest molecules held in the hexagonal nanopores of 2. Adapted from ref. [370] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2019.
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being reduced to Cr(III) cations, while the I- acted as sacrificial
agents (hole scavengers) leading to I2.

Kalaj et al. [96] reported the catalytic degradation of the chem-
ical warfare agent (CWA) [228,368,369] simulant dimethyl 4-
nitrophenylphosphate (DMNP) in an extense family of MTV-UiO-
66 (Fig. 59A). They found the mixed-linkers MOFs showed superior
DMNP degradation (at pH = 8) than physical mixtures of single
component MOFs. The authors suggested that the presence of dif-
ferent functional groups within the same pore could play a syner-
gistic role, which increase the activity against DMNP degradation
(Fig. 59B). For example, the NH2,Br-MTV-MOF exhibited three
times more activity than the respective individual MOFs. Despite
they could not found clear relationships between the chemical nat-
ure of the functionalities and their degradation activity, they
observed that the amino functionality plays a main role on it
[30,33]. Extensive characterisation and defect quantification
clearly revealed there was no correlation between the increased
activity in MTV-MOFs and the number of defects. This further sup-
ported the key catalytic degradation role played by different func-
tionalities within the same pores and nicely illustrated the
44
potential of such heterogenous and complex systems in solving
existing real-world problems.

MTV-MOFs have been used by some of us, in a recent work, for
the simultaneous capture of inorganic –heavy metals such as Hg2+,
Pb2+ and Tl+– and organic –dyes such as Pyronin Y, Auramine O,
Brilliant green and Methtylene blue– contaminants from water
[370]. In particular, we reported two isoestructural MTV-MOFs,
{CaIICuII

6[(S,S)-methox]1.43�1.46(S,S)-serimox]1.57�1.54(OH)2(H2O)}�30H2O
(Fig. 60A) and {BaIICuII

6[(S,S)-methox]1.41�1.45(S,S)-serimox]1.59�1.55-
(OH)2(H2O)}.31H2O, with functional channels decorated with –CH2-
CH2SCH3 and –CH2OH arms derived from the amino acids L-
methionine and L-serine, respectively, and studied the removal per-
formance of the CaCu6 MTV-MOF for inorganic and organic contam-
inants. In a first step, it was investigated the separate adsorption of
each type of contaminant. We reported the efficient adsorption of
each type of organic dye separately and later on together. It was
shown that the MTV-MOF improved its performance –in terms of
kinetics and amount removed– respect the related single-
component MOF with only serine-derived linkers, {CaIICuII

6[(S,S)-
serimox]3(OH)2(H2O)}�39H2O [371] previously reported, which



Fig. 61. Perspective views of the porous structure of the MTV-MOF {SrIICuII
6[(S,S)-methox]1.5[(S,S)-Mecysmox]1.50(OH)2(H2O)}.36H2O after capturing of acetamiprid (A) and

thiacloprid (B). Metals and organic ligands are depicted as gray sticks, whereas the amino acid residues are represented with the following color code: –CH2CH2SCH3: orange; –
CH2SCH3: yellow. Guest molecules are represented as green solid surfaces. Reproduced from ref. [373] with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2021.
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implied that the thioether groups participated in a cooperative man-
ner with hydroxyl reidues in the capture of organic dyes. Remark-
ably, the removal of mixtures of organic contaminants was more
efficient than in separate solutions. Also, we could observed an
improved removal efficiency of heavy metals, respect the related
isostructural material {CaIICuII

6[(S,S)-methox]3(OH)2(H2O)}�16H2O
[372] containing double amount of methionine residues. Then, we
studied the capture properties of the presented MTV-MOF with a
mixture of inorganic and organic contaminants. It could be observed
that it was able to remove simultanuosly both types of contaminants
of different nature (Fig. 60B). In fact, it could be revealed a slighlty
improvement with respect to separate capture experiments, which
implied a synergetic behaviour of both types of functionals groups
decorating the channels in the capture process. The reusability and
robustness of this material was demonstrated, after extraction of
adsorbed contaminants by its consecutive suspension in 2-
mercaptoethanol and ethanol, in a second cycle of adsorption with
retention of removal performance and stability at ambient condi-
tions for weeks. To probe the key role of the multivariate nature of
this material, it was performed a reference experiment with physical
mixtures of single component MOFs, and it could be observed a 15
and 20% worst removal of inorganic and organic contaminants,
respectively. This role could be also evidenced by the unique visual-
ization by SCXRD of both types of contaminants –methylene blue
and HgCl2– within MTV-MOF channels, which revealed the interac-
tions between mercury(II) chloride and the thioether residues of
methionione and the hydrogen-bonds between the methylene blue
and the hydroxyl groups from serine, as well as the interactions
within the confined space of MTV-MOF pores between both types
of contaminants (Fig. 60C).

The great potential of MTV-MOFs in water remediation has
been further confirmed, in a very recent publication, by some of
us [373]. In this work, we explored the efficiency of a novel
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MTV-MOF towards neonicotinoid insecticides removal. The MTV-
MOF, with formula {SrIICuII

6[(S,S)-methox]1.5[(S,S)-Mecysmox]1.50
(OH)2(H2O)} . 36H2O (where methox = bis[(S)-methionine]oxalyl
diamide and Mecysmox = bis[S-methylcysteine]oxalyl diamide), fea-
tures narrow functional channels decorated with both –CH2SCH3

and –CH2CH2SCH3 thioalkyl chains (Fig. 61) and exhibits outstanding
removal efficiencies, being capable to capture 100% of acetamiprid
and thiacloprid in a single capture step under dynamic solid-phase
extraction conditions. Moreover, the crystal structures of the result-
ing host–guest adsorbates, with both acetamiprid and thiacloprid,
could be resolved (Fig. 61), allowing to visualize the synergistic
host–guest interaction, between the two types os sulfur-containing
thio-ether groups from the MTV-MOF and the functional groups
from the guest contaminants, which help to understand the great
capture properties of this material.
4. Perspectives: Potential unique applications of mixed
component MOFs

Previous section has been entirely dedicated to current applica-
tions of mixed-component MOFs. Indeed, they find application in a
wide variety of important fields due to their intrinsinsic key fea-
tures, such as heterogeneity and complexity within order. Never-
theless, the explored applications with mixed-component MOFs
are just the tip of the iceberg. Despite the high numbers of reported
materials with interesting and exciting aplications, sometimes sur-
passing traditional MOFs and even currently used materials in real-
world applications, this area of research in MOFs chemistry is just
in its infancy. Indeed, even though the great advances reported
here, it would be highly desirable to move subtantially forward,
especially in mixed-ligands and metals systems, in increasing the
hetereogenity of these materials in a controlled manner. This will
require substancial efforts from synthetic groups, but the pay-off
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will be considerable, and it will take us a step closer to the com-
plexity observed in biological systems, which chemist always wish
to emulate. In this context, it would be quite interesting to explore
with enthusiam the combination of mixed-component and dyna-
mism [374–382]. Really interesting results have been found on sin-
gle component MOFs, and we humbly believe it would be a quite
exciting chemical experience to combine different dynamic sys-
tems within the cavities of one mixed-component MOF, which
could operate, in parallel or in tandem, for the efficient implemen-
tation of the desired tasks. So far, seminal work has been produced,
focused on showing the viability of the concept [381]. However,
this area is waiting to be explored and it would open new avenues
of research. Hopefully, mixed-component MOFs could be the tool
to transfer the fascinanting properties observed in molecular
dynamic systems in homogenous phase to solid supports, which
would bridge and match properties at the molecular level with
real-world applications.

Even more importantly, it would be very helpful, if not a neces-
sity, the development or search of physical characterization tech-
niques that enable to obtain structural information, with atomic
precision, of the distribution, organization and interactions of the
different functional groups and/or metallic species constituting
the mixed-component MOF. Considerable efforts have been per-
formed within MOF community to seek them and some positive
advances have been performed, as stated in this manuscript. How-
ever, this is currently the weakest point of this area of research and
somehow hampers the exponential growth these materials are
hailed to do. Thus, it would be highly desirable to find a friendly-
used technique, compatible with the sometimes special stability
(handling) conditions MOFs need and that could be easily available
on synthetic labs to speed up the development of this area of
research.

An important vertex of growth, for mixed-component MOFs,
will come from the input from different scientific communities, i.
e. materials scientist, physicists and biologist. This will fully
unleash the potential of these unique materials. We strongly
believe the heterogenity of these materials improve considerably
their potential to be used in areas that in the present moment
are just not considered. This, is most likely related to the fact that
chemists are used to look always at the same traditional applica-
tions. However, an increasing attraction of interest of researchers
from others fields will boost, undoubtedly, the range of applica-
tions that these materials will show in the near future. Some inter-
esting examples of mixed-component MOFs have been published
for laser writing and as supercapacitor, which evidenced the inter-
est of this cross-fertilization between different fields [383–385].
Related to this point, we consider that two main areas of research
could benefit from the intrinsic properties of mixed-component
MOFs. They are (bio)enzymatic catalysis and the synthesis of
heterometallic subnanometric clusters and nanoparticles. Hereun-
der, we will comment some of the unique properties it could be
revealed if these two areas are explored.

4.1. (Bio)enzymatic catalysis

Enzymesarethebiomoleculesinchargetoperformmostofthekey
chemical reactions in life [386]. The efficiency, elegancy and simple-
nesswithwhat theydo thesehighly complexprocesseshavebeenan
endless source of inspiration for researchers working in the field of
(bio)enzymatic catalysis,whoseultimate target is to implement sys-
tems with the same sophistication degree and functionality than
enzymes. In this context, different materials have been proposed as
artificial enzymeswith theaimtounveil/understand, andeventually
mimick,thereactivity,selectivityandabilitytoboostreactionsofnat-
ural enzymes [387]. However, despite the considerable advances,
great number of factors of main relevance for the catalytic activity
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of enzimes, are still shyly explored [388–391]. On this basis, it seems
mandatory to keep performing basic research in order to achieve a
better comprehension of the key processes in enzymes, and their
effects in enzymatic catalysis. This knowledge will situate us in an
advantagedpositiontodevelopmaterialsabletomimickthecatalytic
efficiency of natural enzymes.

In the present context, single component MOFs have been
explored as enzymes mimicks [355,356,392–400]. These works
could be mainly grouped within three approaches: (i) MOFs with
metalloporphyrins linkers, (ii) post-synthetic incorporation in
MOFs of metallic complexes and organic compounds able to form
hydrogen bonds and (iii) biocomposites of MOFs and natural
enzymes [355,356,392–401]. These systems could be considered
as a basic first-generation enzyme mimicks, because their hetero-
genity, diversity, flexibility and complexity –from a structural
and chemical nature point-of-view– is quite limited. More
recently, mixed-component MOFs have started being investigated
in this field due to their potential to build up coordination environ-
ments that resemble the active centers of enzymes
[132,210,252,255]. However, we think that some intrinsic features
of mixed-component MOFs are barely exploited. For example, the
channels of each MTV-MOF represent a unique and singular envi-
ronment, which offers unprecedented opportunities. The size,
shape and functionality of MTV-MOF pores will have a severe influ-
ence on the coordination environment of the encapsulated or in-
situ synthesized enzyme mimick within MOFs channels, as well
as on controlling the dynamic processes and their solvatation
sphere, which in turn will have a great influence in the bioenzy-
matic catalytic activity. The intrinsic flexibility of MTV-MOFs con-
stitutents will allow to investigate the influence of the dynamism
of identical chemical environments on the bioenzimatic activity.
Indeed, it is here worthy to highlight that this flexibility can be
triggered by different external chemical and physical stimuli,
which may represent an unprecedented opportunity in the area
of artificial enzymes. The MOF channels will have a two-fold role
on the bioenzimatic activity: (i) conferring enhanced stability to
natural/artificial enzymes and (ii) controlling the size and chemical
nature of the substrates that are going to access to the active cen-
ter, which will have a severe impact on the regio- and stereo-
selectivity of the reaction. These are just some ideas based on
our brainstorming meetings, and, undoubtedly, the presented con-
cepts are much more limited by our more or less develop ability to
think out of the box and dream on potential ways mixed-
component MOFs could set the path than by the unforeseen possi-
bilities for us that these materials possess.

4.2. Synthesis of heterometallic subnanometric clusters and
nanoparticles

The development of metallic clusters of controlled size and
composition have been an intensive field of research during the
last decades, as consequence of the fascinanting properties metal-
lic nanoparticles (NPs) [402] exhibited as well as of the promising
ones of subnanometric metal clusters (subNMCs) [23,257–
259,261,262]. Dealing with NPs, their remarkable applications
have situated them in a privilegiated position and have attracted
the interest of researchers from different research fields, from
materials scientist –to investigate their high-scale synthesis– to
biologist –looking for novel constrast agents– going through physi-
cists –aiming to understand their fundamental physical proper-
ties–, to mention some of them [402,403]. Nevertheless, despite
the advances of the field, some fundamental research is still
needed to increase the control on the size, morphology and stabil-
ity of NPs [404,405]. SubNMCs represent an intermediate scale of
metallic materials that, until recently, were somehow bypassed
as consequence of the overwhelming interest on NPs and isolated
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atoms. However, the exciting properties of some of the few
reported systems and the predicted ones, as consequence to belong
to the realm of nano, have attracted the interest of numerous
research groups [406]. Until few years ago, the preparation of such
systems –particularly in high scale–, precise characterisation –
structure with atomic resolution– and stability –under working
conditions– have been their Achiles heel. In this context, some of
us, reported for the first time the use of MOFs as outstanding plat-
forms for the controlled synthesis and precise characterization of
structural and functional stable Pd4 subNMCs, which outperformed
the state-of-the-art metal catalyst in carbene-mediated reactions
in batch and in flow (>20 cycles) [257]. This represented the spark
to initiate a research line in our group and other interesting cat-
alytic materials, such as Pt2 subNMCs [258], have been obtained.
Our strategy to build these subNMCs have two approaches depend-
ing on the formal charge of the network and the functional groups
decorating the network. Meanwhile neutral MOFs controlled the
number and position of the incorporated metal ions with the func-
tional groups decorating the channels, anionic MOFs controlled the
number of post-synthetically incorporated metal ions by maintain-
ing the electroneutrality of the network and electrostatic interac-
tions with the network. These results suggest that it is not so
trivial to think on applying the same strategy for obtaining heter-
obimetallic ones. Thus, here we propose to use heterogeneity of
mixed-component MOFs, in particular of MTV-MOFs, to rationalize
the synthesis of heterobimetallic NPs and subNMCs, by taking
advantage of the presence of different functionalities in one com-
pound and the different coordination affinities of distinct metal
ions to control the number, distribution and stabilization of metal
ions incorporated within MTV-MOFs before and after the reduction
step. Here crystallography will play a pivotal role, and the selected
MTV-MOFs will have to show a high degree of crystallinity and
structural robustness to resist post-synthetic processes –metal
incorporation and reduction. Heterogeneity within order will allow
the direct visualization of the metal incorporation and its spatial
distribution, which in turn will be of main importance to be able
to eventually establish NPs/subNMCs metallic distribution and
functionality relationships.
5. Conclusion

Previous reviews on technological applications of MOFs are
mostly focused on describing multivariate [407,408], multicompo-
nent [409], mixed-metals [6,42,188,410,411] and mixed ligands
and metals MOFs [45], separately, or a combination of some of
these types of mixed-component MOFs, for some specific applica-
tions [37,39,44]. Other bibliographic works include a cursory
inspection of mixed-component MOFs within more general MOF
reviews. Finally, the first specific reviews on mixed-component
MOFs only focused on their description, but not in their applica-
tions [7,8,38,217,412,413]. Overall, as far as we know, this is the
very first review focused exclusively on the applications (current/
potential) performances of mixed-component MOFs as the central
core of the work.

In these pages, we have first attempted to provide a compre-
hensive introduction and classification of all the different types
of mixed-component MOFs that we have included in this review,
mentioning also some exciting examples such as defects or hierar-
chical systems. This strategy was followed aiming at attracting the
necessary interest of new researchers, especially from other fields.
Then, we have focused on describing how the intrinsic features of
mixed-component MOFs: heterogeneity and compositional and
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structural complexity, have been exploited in different areas of
applications. To this end, we have tried to select some of the most
representative and/or recent examples in each section of applica-
tions, with the aim to render a wide picture of the state-of-the-art.

After a short introduction to present the contents of this manu-
script, we have presented relevant or characteristic examples of
four types of mixed-components MOFs: (i) multivariate-MOFs,
(ii) multicomponent MOFs, (iii) mixed-metals MOFs and (iv)
mixed-ligand and -metals MOFs. Through these families, we have
tried to highlight the unique advantages of these systems, while
giving a critical vision of the different aspects that need to be
improved in each particular subclass and, in general, as a novel
class of compositional, structural and functional evoluted MOFs.
We are confident that in the near future novel examples of each
type of mixed component-MOFs will be reported, and as it has
occurred with previous challenges that MOFs have faced, the
remarked limitations will be solved.

Other questions to be solved will be both, the diversification of
MOFs used as platforms to obtain mixed-component MOFs –most
of them are representative carboxylate-based networks, e.g. MOFs,
MOF-5, MOF-74, MIL-53 and 101, or ZIFs ones– and the expansion
of the range of applications of mixed-components MOFs. Indeed, it
would be highly interesting to expand the current investigations in
mixed-component MOFs to other families of MOFs, even if it is not
easy to fulfil all the needed requirements, such as tolerance to vari-
ance, high crystallinity and structural robustness. Moreover, as it
can be observed in Fig. 3, most of the currently reported applica-
tions for mixed-component MOFs are gas adsorption/separation
and heterogeneous catalysis. This is not surprising as, at the dawn
of traditional MOFs, it occurred in a similar manner. However, it is
evident the need to increase the number of reported examples for
the other described appplications in this review and, as we have
mentioned in the perspective section, explore new ones.

Mixed-component MOFs are far from being fully developed.
Thus, more efforts from MOF community will be needed to expand
the current boundaries of such special materials. Nevertheless, this
is not incompatible with the transferability of knowledge from lab
scale to real-world applications of some of the already reported
examples, which outperform state of the art materials in diverse
applications. This, even if challenging, will be easier than for
single-component MOFs, as we could take advantage of the
acquired knowledge and cross smoothier this bridge. In this con-
nection, we have included a perspective section with very realistic
proposals of plausible steps that could be conducted on shily
explored areas of research, where we consider the intrinsic fea-
tures of mixed-component MOFs will make a severe impact on
their exponential development.

To conclude, it is worth mentioning the reminiscent character
of some of the reported mixed-component MOFs with biological
systems. Even we still can not compare with the degree of sophis-
tication on composition and control on spatial distribution that liv-
ing beings present, the reported highly complex systems have set
the foundations to start dreaming on this way. Freely quoting
Nobel Laureate Prof. Ben Feringa ‘‘we took inspiration from birds
to build airplanes, even when at this moment we are not able to
synthesize a single cell of a bird”. In this context, the mixed-
component MOFs developed aiming to evoque nature, apart from
being exciting artificial systems from a conceptual and synthetic
viewpoint, have the potential to exhibit unprecedented features
as consequence of the synergetic interactions between distinct
components, which will situate us in a new advantageous position
to push the frontiers of knowledge in a very wide range of
applications.
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